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FAST ~~ Tho,aaeles' a",:~ar team:was one of. several teams that got Involved In 
Terrace Mlnor Hookey's salute tO natlOnal Mlnor Hockey Week over the weekend, Playing In 
theTerrace Arena, the women's team made a strong effort but lost: by two polntS to the 
Terr~e house rep peewee team Saturday ,mornlng. 
• ' " 1 i i ' ' " 1 ' I I I ' - i  i - " 
Parking moves, 
traffic stalls 
A bylaw change addressing the forcemcnt staff to order vehicles 
parking woes of some local parked in specified disabled 
individuals is close at hand, but parking spaces without the 
the traffic woes o f t  he majority required placard towed away, 
drivihgor ~walkitig~'~fty-Strccts ~ I s  T lie only hitch is that tile city 
going into its third-- or is it the •will require the wr i t ten  per- 
tenth? ~ year of talks, mission of the parking lot 
As for parking, final adoption owner. But that is not expected 
by Terrace city council of an to be a problem. 
amendment to the Street and A couple of other items 
Traffic Bylaw is expected soon addressedin the same bylaw 
that will double the ~ allowable amendment involve snow. It will 
parking time on downtown al low the city to issue tickets to 
streets for seniors. A placard people who deposit snow on 
will be issued by the city that sidewalks or streets, ds when 
When hung from the rear view home owners or businesses push 
mirror will allow seniors' snow out of their driveways. 
vehicles to remain parked for up Also, parking on city streets 
to 30 minutes in 15 minute that have been advertised' for 
zones, and two hours in one routine snow removal on a spot, 
hour parking zones, ificd day will be penalized with 
The same bylaw amendment, either a ticket or removal of the 
which received third reading in vehicle by a tow truck. 
council Monday night, will 
address the parking needs of And that brings us to traffic 
handicapped persons. City-issued concerns. There's nothing new 
placards will be available for on council's plate. And follow- 
disabled persons and the bylaw 
will allow the city's bylaw on- - -  Continued on page 2 
Kitlope meeting seen 
as 'historic moment' 
A group of 23 specialists with that want to preserve the forest 
a diversity of views on land and those who want to use it for 
management met at the Mount lumber and pulp. The Haiala 
Layton Hot Springs for two days people of lQtamaat claim to 
last week in an attempt o decide have dccp historic and cultural 
how the destiny of the pristine ties to the area, and "West 
• Kit lopc~vervalleyandthoama Fraser-Burocan has the legal 
around it will be determined, right to log it. Conservation 
When the meeting broke up, International has applied to have 
they were all s'till on speaking it protected under the Ministry 
terms and some of them believed of Forests Old Growth Strategy, 
a world model For dispute settle- and Orcenpeacc took journalists~ 
ment may eventually come out and scientists from around the 
of it. World into the area last year, 
A few months ago it appeared drawing intcmational attention to 
that the IQtlop¢ would become what as been identified as the 
the site and subject for the next 
big blowout between factions - -  Continued on pa0e 21 
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Traffic _ , . . ,  - .  , Ki.t[ope . lnu d " . :- ~:  Cent e f rompagel  . ,------ nont lnued,from naoe * • .. " . . . . .  
mlmt  
• " ~/~ ~ . ~ : .~ : i  ~ . 
ing committee debate, the sol- committee on the above noted ! . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' president SpcncerBeebe~,~pr~p : 
utions, if any arc named, will and other traffic concerns, in- last undisturbed temperate rain a r -under  the federal government's 
likely parallel those cited in the eluding city-initiated traffic forest in the worid larger than ing to leave themeeting Friday. Green Plan; The program would• 
last two traffic studies bought studies, and council discussion 100,000 hectares, morning, said, "This is an i ra -bu i ld  a public involvement pro- 
and paid for by city taxpayers, over the past several years cover portant moment . . . .  in:~his~t0ry.;The., cess for million.hectarethe w ole of WeStTree 
,The issues as outlined in the all of the above and much more. minutes of the Jan. 21 Tourism Three traffic studies are avail- At the hot springs summit last opportunity is extraordinary, Fraser's compared to other areas.- My arm Liccnce 41, part of which 
and Economic Advisory Corn- able for examination. One by week, the gathering included observation is thatthis kind of is the Kitiope watershed. At the 
mission (TEAC) meeting Lee Consultants Ltd. on the three foresters and the senior meeting and discussion is exact-: end of the meeting the corn- 
include: Ottawa St. closure was criticized operations head of woodlands:, ly the way to go.. pany's representatives were 
.Inadequate street lighting on by alderman Bob Cooper in for We~t Fraser, and several "There is good reason for noncommittal on What they had 
Kalum and Eby streets. As was .January 1989 as not covering a Halsla, including three people distrust, anger and bitterness, but heard but agreed to continue the 
outlined in a recent raffic study, large enough portion of the who were born in the Kitlopo that has not been the case here.., process. 
.Ur i c  lights are needed on downtown Core. The study was" whilethe area was still inhabited If the trust is maintained, there Russ Clinton, the company's 
~e l le  where it intersects expanded to include the down- more than 50 years ago. It was are many possibilities." senior vice-president in charge 
Kalum and Eby. Crosswalks are town core. convened by EcoTrust and the of woodlands, said in con- 
~qUired on Kalum, especially at Early in 1990, there wa~ talk Halsla, and included.numerous The meeting was punctuated clusion, "Progress-i was made 
I-Iamer and Locn. The section of of a highway corridor stud~ to representatives 'fron~provincial by statements of overwhelming here beeause all representatives 
~ i th  between Tetrault and the be done by the province. It Was and , federa l  ;government  eloquence from, Haisla elders expressed themselves, and now 
" Sande Overpass is dangerous for eventually decided the city agencies, an  ecologist from who had a background of direct we understand each other a little 
both drivers and pedestrians, should tal~e advantage of this California, the dean of forestry experience with the Kitlope. better. We havca'responsibility. 
Recommendations made' by .and have the same consulting from UBC, the president of Towards the conclusion of the Timber supply is critical, but 
TEAC members Dave McKeown firm examine city feeder streets ' Conservation I ternational from second day Bruce Hill, an ex- after this we are willing to 
and Gerry Martin: That a street as well. Washington, D.C. and other logger and angling guide from explore the alternatives, which 
light be hung on every pole The study, by Lee Consultants specialists in a variety of pro- Terrace who had earlier narrated .should lead to more specific 
along Kalum from Park to Tuck. Ltd., began in the spring and fessional disciplines. All made a slide show of the Kitiope area, discussion. 
BY Martin and Barb Kerr: That when it was complete arly in presentations that put forward a said, "What I have heard from "Each of us here want a happy 
the city install a traffic light at 1991 there were a number of series of options for managing the Haisla at this meeting has ending, to protect the culture, 
Lazelle and Kalum. recommendat ions .  These the disputed area, and in the end changed my life."., the environment and the teen- 
:And regarding the 4600 block included changes to Sande Over- it appeared that the Haisla and West Fraser presented as its omy." .... 
Lakelsc, by Blaine Maikapar and pass access, involving a traffic West Fraser-Eurocan, through preferred option an application 
McKcown: That the city remove light at the south end of the the mediative services of Eco- for a Model Forest program .Next week: the options. ~ 
!i portions of the south sidewalk at overpass and an alignment of the Trust, will continue meeting 
Kalum and Lakelse and portions overpass with Tetrault St., and a until they mutually agree on a 
on the north sidewalk at traffic light at Keith and Ken- plan or hit an impasse. . ~A~-m.m~AR E N D  
Emerson and Lakelse, and that hey. Also recommended was the Conservation International m 
the city fund the alteration. This immediate installationofatraf- C L ~ L ~ ~ ~ t k N C E  S A L E  
would make it easier to make fic light at Lakelse and Eby. 
right turns and get out of A fewweeks later another city 
parking spots near the end of the initiated study by Hamilton 
block, Associates was also completed . . . . .  ::~~:!i~ 
.Upgrade city streets and side- This one suggested either the ~::~:~,~ii~:~i 
walks, cover ditches'throughout' widening iof ,the 4600 block ii,~i!i ~:~'::~ ~ 
town, and build a sidewalk on Lakelse or providing alternate ::,i: 
the northside of Keith from the routes around it. ~/:i!~i~•  
I ...... " ~ Sande Overpass east. Extend the' :~;: 
Sandy Overpass through a por- Widening, according to 
tion of hospital properly to align Hamilton, would mean re-creat- k r :i i' ~ 
" rth~ overpass and Tetrault. ing a four lane road by removing :: / '~!~: i~:: 
! It almost came to pass. Alder- the portions of sidewalk and EG4( , ii~ 
t~ man Darryl Laurent made a providing twoeastboundlanesat 4 " 
motion Monday night that the the Kalum intersection and two $ 8 Canoes Generators . ~ TEAC report be received the westbound lakes at the Emerson - r  v perroom/ptr night 
recommendations contained intersection. The plan would onaStandardSir~le, Double or Twin Water pumps Bums 
therein be adopted. Mayor Jack slowly eat away 4600 block Room anyFdday.SaturdayorSunday 
Talstra pointed out that such a sidewalk and eventually it would Come ,.  .e  - - jo,  o= Oetboards  Marine Aces. 
motion would mean hanging a be a four lane road with no on- Waterfront Restaurant 
• street light off every power pole street parking available, or ~... d.,.~,. Lawn Mowers Paddles, Ilfejackets 
On Kalum. Laurent changed his Charley's Lounge. Brush cutters .. Loggers supplies :~nd. Also.in the Hamilton report TollFree 1-800-663-8150 dg  ,V.__ _ ' *  
,o,.t ,.o ,,,o 1,=nin  .n,, l'ub,o I,..a,um.,n,,  .by and,,o ovon,, , , ,  
Works Committee for further widening of Lazelle to four lanes Powersows g n bars 
!ili!ii discussion, and, perhaps, a few between those same two streets. MOTOR HOTEL '~ Rata  tillers Oregon cha in  
~ recommendations. Completion dates from 1996 to 222 west 1st Ave. ~ 
624-6771 There is a wealth of informa- 2007 were cited in the report for ~ ) ~  Chipper-. Stlhl bars 
tion available that might help the various projects. 
Shredders Stihl chain 
[ AND ?dOllE! 
: I ,~  •.~ ~ SUBSCRIPT ION ORDER FORM 
~'~ :~ ' ~ 1 year $39.00, plus GST  . : 
" ::::'i::ii: ~! : :~:~;:~ , :;!:i , ,Address::;.~.,:~ ; '  ' SALE(Unt, I J an '  31) I 
~:-:~' : " .;~/ aCheque I;:3 Money Order Master 
ream):send a subscrlption to. Card No. - " [ 
~, ~ : !!~i~i' 'Narn_n , Exp i ryDat~ . , , : ' i ,  
, Mail or bring th,s form to: 'i " 
I /  Postal COde-~' TERRACE  QUIPMEN t ,~ Phone~' -  - Terrace Rev iew :. 
i '= : Seniors in Terraces Distr~ $30.00 4535 Greig Avenue, SALES 
L TD, I i , Seniors outside Terrace & D~strict $33.00 i:::| ,=~::i ' : ,:, ,Out of Canada $100.00 Ter race ,  B .C .  V8G 1M7 : 
kel • *:i!:i:~:~ : - -  - - - - & 4441 La so Ave., Terrace Ph. 635-6384 
., • . . . . . . . . .  .. . . . . .  . , . 
. .  • ' , . .  - ,  , : ' _ , " . . . .  " . . . .  ' . . . 
"B ig  River  D is t r ibutors  changes both its location and its 
policy of accept ing returned beverage containers from the  
• public starting Feb. 1. 
. - . " . .  
Big River flows 
into Thornhill 
There has been a rumour 
around town for several months, 
and it is now a fact. Big River 
DistributOrs is moving their 
operation to Thornhill Monday. 
Manager Doug Johnsonsays 
they have been leasing the 8,400 
square foot- premises at 3120 
Kalum St. for the past 20 years, 
and in that time, the business 
has simply outgrown the space. 
So on Feb. 1, Big River Dis- 
tributors will open their doors in 
a new 12,400-square foot com- 
pany owned building in the 3800 
block River Drive. 
did. 
Skeena Valley Recycling 
spokesman Scott Schooner 
agrees that the change ,in Big 
River's operation is good news. 
"He says the recycling depot will 
be paying $1.00 per dozen for 
beer bottles and cans, and earn 
20 cents per case by sorting the 
bottles and packaging the cans. 
These products will then be sold 
to Big River and the profit Will, 
offer a much-needed boost o the 
fund-raising efforts of the re- 
cycling society. 
Schooner adds that they have a 
. ' / .  , .  
, a t .•  
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iar • cl o su re' an or he r -, 
toS  tewarteconom y 
" , o- , . . " , . ,  . 
r: ifCassiar outward to  Edmonton ,  included an deal, which didlgo. 
w, so would Vancouver and Whitehorse..In through, for employees toextend 
Terrace Lindsay's Transport has the current collective agreement 
manager o f  provided twice weekly freight for a year and defer a four per- 
)t~ewart, was se~ice' by truck to Cassiafland ~ cent wage increase due to come 
zy on the commUniti~ on ,Highway ~ 37 into effect at the start of 1993. 
. . . . . . . . .  v , - ,v" , , - , -g  closure of North since :the i970's. Manager. C.assiar had also made an agree- 
the~:northern mining ,town will John. Knstas said, "Itwill ccr- "ment with its customers to 
have on herc0mpany .. Although .tainly affect Us, all the way up increase the price of asbestos 
it appearsthatpr0vin~talgovem- and down the line, but how 12-15 percent. 
meat assistance will keep Cas. severely I don't know. It's- a In addition to putting •its credi- 
siar alive for ~ a few •months terrible thing for the people tore at bJiy, Cassiar also needed 
,V  " 
longer, the Writing is  on the living there." " the government loan as capital 
wall. By mid-1992 the mine and ,' Cassiar Mining Co.~ a division financing to start a new under- 
any reason for people to con-~of Princeton M[nes~went to the ground mining operation. ~ '  ~- 
tinue living there Will be gone. provincial • government i two ore body currently being worked 
Arrow's exclusive business is weeks ago seeking a $17 million by open pit methods would havb 
hauling baled asbestos fibre loan as part of a ~ rest~cturing been exhausted by the end 1of 
from Cassiar to •tidewater .at plan to satisfy creditors and to this year. ' /  
Stewart, where it is loaded onto obtain' legal protection from Themine is the only ind~ 
barges and shipped to bankruptcy. The government, in town. When it closes :the 
Vancouver. "At the moment with $25 million already 1,000 people living there ~ i l  
there is a lot Of discussion, but invested in the failing operation; "have little choice except o aban- 
no firm decisions," Hamilton declined. The plan had also don it. 
said when asked about Arrow's 
future in Stewart. Thecompany C :S  Wilkinson operates 14 trucks, each of 
which make three trips a week a a " 
up Highway 37, carrying diesel 
fuel up and asbestos back. Under I ~I~.L-I~L-IjHADTi::DI::I'3 NTANT : 
normal conditions, she said, a C ACCOU : i  
barge loaded with 2,880 tons of :-- 
the fibre leaves Stewart for 635-5307 
Vancou~,er very 13 days. If the Member of the Institute of 
9peration closes,, its drivers, A change in location, though, 
isn't the only change taking 
placeMonday. Beginning Feb. 1, 
Big River Distributors will no 
longer be accepting beer bottles 
and cans from the general pub- 
lic. No jobs will be lost due to 
the change, and it's good news 
for the Skeena Valley Recycling 
Society. Joh~on says the recy- 
cling depot will be accepting the 
bottles and cans Big River once 
The owner of the soon-to-be- 
vacant building at 3120 Kalum, 
Art McGinnis of Panorama Con- 
struction in Sechelt, says there 
has been some interest from 
potential renters but the search 
f0ra new tenant is not over. 
similar agreement with Pepsi for mechanics and longshoremen, 
the!r product containers. To date, nearly al!, 30~ of whom live in 
C-"a" ' '~ . . . .  "~ ~: :~ '=~"  '~ ~ '~ '~ " however, tlie: local Coca o~ Stewart, would be out of work. 
distributor has not agreed to Arrow's annual payroll is $2.5 
such an arrangement, million, making it a major com- 
ponent of Stewart's economy. 
Hamilton said the district of 
Stewart has calculated that 
Arrow provides 15 percent of its 
total tax revenues. 
The effects of the mine's clo- 
" sure will be widespread, rippling 
• . , . ' ' ,  ; .  / 
WESTAR TIMBER LTD 
(Northwest Operations) COMMISSION 
I 
ChafferedAccountants of B.C. 
• I om p leasedto  announce  
I will be  moving my pract i se .  ~ 
Effective January 30, 1992 We will. 
be located in our new o f f i ceat  
i I 
#304,4546 Park Avenue 
. . . .  Terrace, B.C. 
The Terms of Referene,~ for the Commission are as follows: 
1 To examine the forest.tenures, conversion facilities (including the Carnaby and Kitwanga Sawmills and the Whole log 
chipping plant at New Hazelton) and ether associated assets of Wes.t, ar Timber Ltd. in the Hazeifon Kitwanga area and to 
make recommendations to the Minister Of Forests concerning possible options for the sale of the northwest operations 
of Weetar Timber Ltd. and the transfer ofthe associated forest tenures. 
2 To consider the following factors in making its recommendationson possible :options for the transfer of forest 
tenures: 
a) timber supply and profile; 
b) timber conVersion capacity; 
c) aboriginal,inferests; . . . .  . .  • 
:d) wood requirements for conversion facilities of other companies and " • • 
the interests of communities associated with those requirements. 
,3 :To consider the following objectives of the Provincial government in making its recommendations on:possible 
options for the sale of operations or the transfer Of forest tenures: 
a) to establish and maintain viable operations and a competitive forest 
Industry consistent with available timber resources; " " . :- ..-: 
b) to promote long term community stability in the Kitwanga Hazeiton area .~ ' 
and the Northwest of the Province generally; 
.c) to Increase involvement of abodgina !people in the forest sector - - , , .... 
of the economy;, 
d) to maintain asustainable forest management regime, -. 
The Commissioners will be conducting public hearingsand individual interviews (scheduled by appointment) in Hazel- 
ton and Kitwanga as.follows: 
® Friday, February 7,1992: Interviews by appointment. HAZELTON •. ' " 
® Saturday, February 8,1992: Public Hsadng(opep) starting at 9:30 a .m. .  . ' " 
Gitanmaax Hall, Highway 62,, HAZELTON • 
® Sunday, February 9,1992: interviews by appointment, HAZELTON 
® Monday, February 10,1992: a) Interviews by appointment. KITWANGA 
b) Public Hearing (open) starting at 1:00 p.m. 
• . , " Gitwangak Hall, KITWANGA 
The Commissioners invite any_ and all interested individuals, organizations, companies and businesses to present submis- 
sions either verbally or in writing at the public meetings or in an individual interview. Advance notice of submission is J 
requested if possible, but b not required. . ." . . . .  " - I For further information or to apply foran appointment for an interview time, please contact Angela Wesley in Terrace, B.C. Phone: 636-1727 orFAX: 636-0700. 
II Sa l 'with L .... , ',', !i, NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARINGS AND INTERVIEWS , / * ,4_  Mr. Garth Langfo'rd'of W~t Vancouver, B.C. and Mr. George Wafts of Port Alberni, B.C. have been appointed as ' ova L CommissionersoftheWeetarTimberLtd.(NorthwestOperations) Commission - - P E R S O N A L S  
for VALENTINES DAY 
$4.50 for 20 words 
or less. 
$1.00 OFF! for Teens! 
• One design included 
(please specify).  
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. P  Review ~.~., .." 
~'~'!i.,/ •weekly report oncr imes against property 
~iii ~ i n  the  Ter race  area  .~, ~ - .. . . . 
lag Inf0rmaflon]s' Vandalism toa  vehicle on 
~heTerraceRCMP Hemlock St. sometime over- 
These events hap- night. All four  tires Were 
ar communl~iand  slashed. 
able to help ident- Break, enter and theft at 
Mars. if  you 'have the Elks Hall. A quantity of 
ttl0n about these liquor was stolen. 
............ m e  t e l e p h o n e ~ i l t h e  i 
• ~MP~:~.. st 635-491L. .. ' ...... ' Sunday,. January 26. i A new year's gift to the Terrace Child Development Centre was a cheque for $1218. 12 
•/:~•~.:, . • • ./ .. Theft from a vehicle Parked i from Keenleyside Insurance and theTerrace Co-op. It was the fourth holiday season that 
• !~!.:i i : ,. ~ ~ i " on Apsley St. A radar detector i the Co-op donatedthe gift Wrap and Keenleyside Insurancewrapped customer's grits to 
/: .~:..Monday,,Juuary20 " was stolen. - I raise the funds for the Terrac~ Child D~vRlonrnRnt C:Rntra_ Pinh,rad/ethnv~ era Rill . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I r is  t  f s f r t  rr ce il  evel pme t entre. icture : above are Bill ! 
, : !~ak, ea~r .and _th?,ft'at " A l l  . Theft from a vehicle parked. I Keenleyside of Keenleyside Insurance, Julle Jacobs, CDC: pre-sch0ol supervisor; Niel i 
~Sh0e Repmn. t'out:e;navY at the In n of the West. Cassette I Siemens of .the Terrace Co-op and a group of enthusiastic youngsters at the  Child I 
" :~ scads that may help loent- tapes were stolen, i Deve lopment ,Centre .  . • '. . . . . .  
~ e  °ff--enders V~ ,~ ~ndallsm to a vi lehce arked  ] Thef t  from a vehicle parked 
/~i~/~ . P in th¢4600 block Loan. Vadous  ' . . . " " : : ' . ' , ' " . . • " " . L " ' ' . " m L ' 
O~n!i~South Sparks. The driver's tools were stolen. Open invitation to #joy riders". TIMrt ~r l  I~'1 *, ~ m n n o  
~ ' window was broken. -~ " . : " " 'Keepcar.keys and house~keys I YV ~ ~,~.~.~:~. ~, ,~- - l :vv~,v ' , -~ , , ,V .~ ,~ 
• ...~~andaHsm~..~L~ " and theft~ to a Crlme. update: Prompt noti- on deparate, rings, and never .  .P. . . " . 
~cl© parked at Terra. Honda ficationof a ci'iminsl act can be have an identification ta,. on w e e  k s RC M P ac t ,o  n 
- : .~ .  -~ : ; "  . . "  , .  , . - . . • ~.  . , . , • " . "  • 
~ettme between Jan. 18  .andkey to apprehending offenders, your car key ring. Thieves may A cache of cocaine was seized RCMP mvestlgatton continues. 
'~ iA  Window was broken and.a • Due tO severat complmnts of use it to locate your car, in Terrace Sunday night, Police .~  • / 
~ ? ,  tapes and speakerswere thefts from motor vehicles last •.-Never hide an extra• car key entered a residence at: 4611 • ' 
S~n ' .! ' • / Week, two local youths were under the hood, Soucie St. at about 8 p.m. Jan Terrace RCMP dogmaster Cpl. 
" i~eft from a boat in:i the 4900 apprehended. Whether your at -Navel leave cheque books, 26 armed with a warrant issued Lothar Bretfeld and his faithful 
~k  Craig Ave.'isometime home or downtown, keep your  credit cards o r  s imi lar  items under the Narcotic Control Act, companion~ Echo were instru- 
~een Dec. 20: and :Jan. ~20. eyes open for any suspicious unattended in year vehicle, and and the  subsequent •search mental in a drug seizure.Satur- 
a t ing  tackle and a shotg0n activity. And if you think you lock all valuables out of sight in uncovered 33 rams "ust over da mornin . A 34-year-01d 
~re  stolen. * ~ ~ :~ see something that doesn'tseem the trunk.. : , '  :* : ~ : : One ounce] ;of cocaine~ The TeleRravh Creek man .was 
-~! i l  i /  "i :~/ . . . .  ~:qui~te r ight ,  note  activities, Atways,,park..in,welF.llt;..bosy iskre~t'~,~il't~ of the:'illic~'~dre sto l~ed" by police neai;:the /~,:.~:~ , . . . . .  . ... . . . . .  ~ , . ,  .. . . . .  , g P • , .  , , , . 
:~i!~TneSday,.Janunry21 / descnptlons and dtrectlon :of  ~eas. This is important both• for was estimated to be around Lazelle/SparksSt.intersectionat 
:~!~i~tft o f  four t ires from a travel of thesuspects and report your personal safety and the $66,000. about 8 a.m. Hewas thought o 
~. i~CJ immyparked at Lakelse the incident to the RCMP as  protection of your car and ds As a result, two men were be in possession of an illegal 
- : *~,  'Tha 'inddent -~occurred qeicHy asp0ssible, -contents, • : ' .  -a r res ted  and charged,' John substanee; andwith the assist, 
• /~et ime between 8 p.m. and. . "F!nally, there !s'0ne more im, Joseph Dlgnard, 19, Of Co- anee Of Bretfeld and Echo a 
~ p,m,~.~. " * ' . ' ~* Cr ime nwa~ness bulletin: portant hing, you can do' Keep qultlam was charged with pea- small quantity ofmarijuana was. 
~Brenk~ enter and theft at If you tally the incidents .noted your. eyes .:open, Be a good session of a narcotic. And Steve discovered in the man's vehicle. 
/~n~l l l  Elementary. School A above you will count eigh t sep,. nelghbour.' An d if: YOU see any- Kent Goodman, 32, of .Telkwa -The man was charged with • p0s. 
mterowave and VCR: were arate occurrences of wilful dam- t~ng/suspiclous, wherever you was cnarged With possession for session of marijuana~,and will 
s~ien.  Both items lave  been 
~vered  and police have sus- 
.... in this matter. 
.:~i~Thur~lay, " January 23 - 
:~ :~ef ta t the  Terrace arena. A 
~.~ ~ 
~,s  hockey bag contaming ~,,~-~',,..  
~key equipment valued at 
$~) ( )  and ice skates was stolen 
from a locker. 
*Break, enter and theft at 
the Thornhill Nursery on Edlund 
age to motor vehicles, seven 
thefts from motor vehicles and 
one auto theft. A total of 16 
criminal acts. in a seven day 
period. If this doesn't make you 
think, it should. How can you 
protect your property7 
The-first thing you should, 
consider is contacting the Tar; 
race RCMP detachment and ask 
about Operation Identification. 
Operation Identification is a 
program designed to discourage 
theft of valuables from your 
home and other locations and 
provides away t O easily identify 
stolen property. 
When you contact he RCMP, 
they will give you some stickers 
and an electric engraver. After 
• you make the rounds inside your 
home, head for your car or 
truck. Mark items like mug 
wheels, hub caps, radios, tape 
decks, speakers, tools and even 
your battery. Well marked 
articles are difficult for thieves 
Ave.  The offender(s) entered a 
gauge and broke into a camper 
An orange 1975 two-wheel drive 
PiCkup, licorice number 4989- 
SV, was stolen. 
Friday, January 24 
~ ~WHful damage to a vehicle 
~ked in the 3500 block Kalum 
St.~The.incident occurred on Jan. 
X6*at about 8 p.m, 
~/'i ~:Theft from an automobile 
pdtked on Rivet Drive. A Makita 
• "My/and Hllti gun were stolen. 
!iili/i!:~i:Vandallsm. Windows in four 
~ ic les ,  parkarl: at Thomhdl 
~ky  weresmashed, 
~!~!rVandalism to the front door 
i ~ O~tbe EmersOn Clinic, The glass 
|~!the front door was smashed, 
15~i ~riO ientry was made. 
.:'.:~/:/~!,:. , Saturdayt Jaduary 2$ 
......... Theft f roman,  automobile 
to dispose of and easily traced; 
if you advertise the fact you are 
a part of Operation Identification 
you will less likely be victim- 
ized. 
With this done, there are other 
things you can do as well: 
• When you leave your vehicle, 
lock it. Even if YOu're only 
stopping for a moment. 
• Never leave your vehicle with 
~tte~tapes~/~re~tOlen ;  ~,~, i  ~ :,the engine •running. • Thid iS an 
are, phone the police. the purpose of trafficking. An appear in court, 
\ \11  
. I I 
I ! 
ions are 
• o o. 
da er to 
than others . . . . .  
TOLSEC 
24-hour 
ALARMS 
EC#200-1051 
TOLSEC CANAOA INC. 
SOX 3316 
santos, B.C.~ 2SO 
PHONE (H4) S41-$U8 
FAX (604) 847-4991 
TOLSEC CANADA INC. 
3238 KMUM IT., 
TERRACE, B.C. VSG 
2N4 
PHONE (804) 63S-024i 
FAX (SO4) 838-O6O3 
TOLSEC CANADA INC. 
230-A 3RO AVENUE WEST 
PRINCE RUPERT, B.C. VSJ 1L1 
PHONE (804) 827-1111 
FAX (604) 627-1104 
966 5th AVE., 
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. V2L 3118 
PHONE (804) 88,1.0044 
FAX (604) 563-3169 
. . . . . . . . .  ~ . ,~:~.~/~' :•~ " •••:'=_:-: ~.  •H ~•.  . . . . . . .  
• ,Base" .  .me+.nt,fl++..,... ",.. + . ood ing+ ._ , , . r .oad ,+"  r " ' c  + umbfi+ + ' " ng-+ ,.... 
• water problem on bench analyzed 
Oui  ck.f x . 
,,,.rUled OUt 
. . ' . .  . .  
~ C E  '=.= Weather-related 
erq.slonpmblems on Lanfear Hlll Pdnce George .. geotechnical 
and: flooding problems at 17 engineer Bob Graham has com- 
reslden~esoi~west I-lalliwell and plated his investigation + and his 
Marshall+ St.  are • now being recommendations are expected+to 
:Stew Chflstensen says the situ-- 
atlon ion Lanfear Hill seems to 
be stabilized.. The road is •still 
c losed,0 foot traffic+, and the 20 
k!!emetre per hour speed limit is 
• still in •effect on :the upper half 
of: the hill, but Christensen says 
costs and expected completion 
dates of a number of options 
before any long-term corrective 
me, asures are made. 
As far as the bench flooding 
problem is concerned, Chris- 
'tensensays the city is.currently: 
arranging for soil samples, to be 
taken,;:+whlch •will ialSo be ana- 
lyzed by Graham. At best, says 
Christensen, Graham will be 
addressed. That isn ' t  :to say, 
however, that any+:::Ioiig term 
solutions .are close at hand. 
.Ten~ad¢ director of engineering 
arrive next week. able to determine the nature of 
Christensen expects no easy the pi'0blem, and from that, a 
answer and says the city will permanent s0 iut ion may be 
have to carefully consider the found. 
Joe, CMstlolm of Terrace Was 
awarded $1,000 and a plaque 
yesterday for inventing a safer 
and faster syste m of installing 
gable end roof trusses and ladder 
Terrace builder gets  
t • , . .  " .  " / .  i ,  ' ,  " 
awa+r:d for innovation , 
framing on buildings with steep- :Site Innovators+program. Chis- 
ly pitched roofs, holm got the  top award: for the 
The award was presented at the 
Inn of the West under Canada 
Mortgage and .Housing's Job 
B.C.-Yukon region.: + . 
CMHC says 'that until' Chis. 
THE ~i~a~1.r[:a:tt ~ZtZl: ~eE~..ra:zlt . 
: The friendliest.Inn" townl . 
Make our place "Your Place* to enjoy an evening ti ~ It 
• . of Intimate dining and reallonable Ix iees l  ~ l~[ l l l l ' ,~ J  
Leop into the New Yeor by Joining our 
TIGER PRAWNS SAFARI 
SHRIMP STUFFED PRAWNS -•$14.60 [~,Ly.f,.~l 
.GARLIC PRAWNS $+4.50 
~' wlthsaffron dce & veg.etables.' , (T J :~t~~ ~ l: LEAP YEAR . l 
CAJUN PRAWNS $z4.50 ~ ~ . /  I DzNE & DANCEI 
COMBO + $16.50 
Can't declde?. Try a samply of all ~r.ee. 
• Treat you..r Valent ine to 
+. ~ a specuu evening out. 
RESERVE NOW 635-9161 .. 
101NN 'EI~: Monday-Sunday I 4332 LakeBe Avenue [ LUNCI~: Tuesday-Friday : 5p, m.tollp.m.. I Terrace.D.C. 11:30 a~m. to 2 p.m. 
as a sub-contractor and carpenter 
for a 30-unit homing project in 
Telegraph Creek. He later acted 
as subcontractor and foreman in 
the  construction of the Iskut 
Band •Office and is now working •
on the new Iskut Band School. 
• ~+i~. .  
~gej. 
Terrace Rev .w~ ++ Wednesday:; JanuS29,  1992'}15 
' . . . . . . . .  " +" +""  ++i ~" +: '. +'i >,. '''• 
" . '  +++~.~+.~. . .  , . +~;  " , ,  5 / ", . . . .  
' : ,~ ;  • / ,  • . 
.. /',,,.,~+ /.++ .+'~. +~.:.'+ +~: :..,,:~!++ "++" <:++.+.., 
/+ /~ ] , ,  . .+ , .  , • 
r +~ r " " + ;+ ;+' " ~"  + L j+ 
MOVING LA. NDSCAPE. You can drive but you can't•WMk holm's technique was invented 
on Lanfear hdl for the time being. Heavy rains have m0~:  
workers risked injury and fails part of the roadbed down the slope, but city officials think t~Y from having to hang out over the 
edge of a steep roof to install have the erosion stabilized. :/i>:ii: 
the gable ends and framing. " " + :+=:~,,.:,: 
Chisholm devised a method of • :~ ..." 
assembling the +components on . + • , • :" "~ ....~" 
the ground and passing them up 
to workers, reducing the danger 
and+ making the job :faster. . • . • . . . . . . . .  +:~+~+ . . . .  ~]~++ .-:+-,.- ++.~ +5~++!~+ . . . . . . .  .++:.::o~/. ~:~+~++. .  +.~ . , .  +++. %+~+ ~+~+ .., +.+~ ..... +. ,, 
Chisholm, 25 years old, is a 15 ~ , ....... ~ ..... ,,,~ ~ ..... +~ m~ . . . .  ~ ..... ' ~ . . . . . .  / . . . .  .~:+ ......... ~ : i  ~" ~ 
year resident of "t~rra~;+ He ' +?' ' ,+ .+: ~ 
apqn'ent it :e~a;ca~ntcr/undcr ;::~i;i~ii~,~ ,,~>~, . ,,,,, ~+,,,+~ 
local  building contractor-Stan Terrace B.C. ha~bulanee Ser- from a fall and later released from 
Keeping. Afterward, he. worked vke (BCAS) activity report - -  hospital. Skiers suffered a v+~ty  
Monday, Jan. 20 to Sunday, Jan. of injuries. A Mills Me~al  
New Year's Clear, oufl 
Used Outboard Motors i 
1990-+ Mercury 25hp 
low hours with jet 
1991- Yamaha 40hp 
oil injected with jet, 
1981- Johnson 35hp WAS $1900 
elect, start with jet NOW $1650 
1978- Mercury 20hp WAS $1100 
' NOW $800 
WAS $2800 
NOW $2300 
WAS $4200 
NOW $3100 
Used Snowmobi les  
.1985- Polaris Indy 400 WAS$3600 
long track ~ NOW $3300 
1989- SRV 540 WAS $4800 
NOW $4500 
1991- Phazer Iongtrack NOW$6000 
1989-Enticer 400 £~;)~08~000 
ii 
Use " • , ,  , " d Motorc cles 
19~.. 14'~ Spri. ng.bok ' WAS....$2588 i991-DT200 .......... .~AS $3300 
: . . .  a,..um!n,u,m. +?oat_ .  N..U.W~IUSO dual purpose 179km NOW $2850 
]uu= eo innataom wA~:p13o0 1986.Virago1100 wAS$3500 ~ 
c/woars,pump,floorboards NOW $1000 Inw milr~nnr+ Mt~W ~- Inn  
1990- 1.6" Springbok V~$I~9 ~ - ' "  "'," . . . .  ~"  " ' " ' "  " / " "  
+ alummumboat  • I~W$2450 , - , _~ , , . - -  .+ 
1981- Lun ' ' =a ' P~ew inooaro  +-n Ins  + d 16 fiberg ss ski boat ' • 
with 90hp MercUry and trailer ' 1990-!ndmar350 CheV; 290 hp 
• WAS $5900 ~ '+ NOW $5160 WAS $5500 " " NOW $4800 
i+ KI=N'S  MAHIN/= + 
" N G IBSON 635-2909 TREVOR GIBsoN 
4946 Greig Avenue, Terrace 
6,  
Of the 31 ambulance responses 
during the pa~t week, there was 
only one call due to a-motor 
vehicle accidenL A 35-year-old 
Terrace woman was injured on 
. Monday, Jan. 20 when she was 
struck by a motor vehicle west of 
the Sande/Greig Ave. intersection. 
• RCMP say visibility was poor at 
the time of the incident due to rain 
and darkness. The woman,/ .who 
was jaywalking across Highway ! 6 
west of'Ute Sande Overpass cross- 
spo .l~man says leg and shoulder 
injuries were most common::~ 
there •was at least one fracture.~All 
were treated and released. :;i, 
A total of 10 persons were lal0=n 
to hospital due to medical e~.='~- 
encies uch as shortness of b~th ,  
seizures and drug or alcohol abe .  
Of those tramported ue to iub,-i 
stance abme, one suffered seriOUS 
respiratory dbtress and remains in 
hospital, according to a spokes- " 
man. 
walk, was wearing dark, non , re - In  
flective clothing at the time of  the 
incident. A Mills Memorial Hospi- 
lal spokesman says the woman was 
treated and released. No charges 
were filed agalmt the driver of the 
vehicle. 
Six other incidents of trauma 
other activity, 10 BCAS 
"rcspons+es were due to local, inter- 
city and medevac transfers in and 
out of  Mills Memorial HospUal.: 
And there were four incidents in 
which paramedics responded to an 
apparent emergency situation but 
were either cancelled after Kam- 
included one household fall and loops dispatch further assessed the 
five skiing mishaps. A child was situation, or sent away on arrival 
treated for minor injuries resulting by patients who refused treatme?t. 
I' BIG RIVER DlgTNDUTOI~ 'l 
I WILL NOTBE ACCEPTING I 
I BEER 1CANS AND BOTTLES I 
["AS OF FEBRUARY 1, 1992, I 
J" THE RECYCLING.DEPOT ~[ 
I WILL ACCEPT YOUR l 
/ EMPTIES. ' ,::i: I 
I + ,The  Liquor Board and wine & beer stores also•., acceptemptte~, I,!,:.Yl 
i.41 
_ ~  
-I 
. . . .  . " ..~ . . . .  : ~ • ,~ .  - . "  - 
" a transportation strategyfor the,next-century that will-be ' " ,.. "--': -:~..(-.!~..- : '--¢?' . :  - . F  < . ' . . - , .  ' ;~  
• >'~ d~SC to a Carbon copy of  what we havenow. If that future • i ~ " " "  ~ ' :":1 " ' . . . .  ii~ 
i comes to pass, newspaper editors twO decadcs from now will be ~/ (  " ; ~- . : ,  : : ' : : - ;  .-;~ d,: 
-~ondemncd to write editorials like the one you are about to.read, ~O~) I~ , ,  ~ " ;-" '!:'' '/;:."ilL:::!::- '); " • 
q 
" I :~d, rcaders in 2010 will still be"sI1aking.their heads. - " ~~T,~I  - ?-.... L.,: ,11:)i:!~-"-iii?ii~i!"~..;/_i, -:. 
! , !~e problems in getting around this town have been regulariy ~: ' ! :  : 
= ~nti1~ed.:by paid consuhants, to,the extent that one can visual.  " ~ '~ ~)(~l~N! __  ~;  "" :4 
~ ~t .  Terrace traffic study to;payeff  his Christmas credit card.. 
~'i !:~i~Sit or bankroll a trip, to the Bahamas. Hefty fees are paid to 
I -. ~ver  information that Couldbe had for nothing any day of the ~ TRL~M~,~g~A~/A'gry 
i ~ek  from,-drivers, p~dest~dads,; wheelchair travellers, bicyclists, 
( ~tOr.cyi:l]sts, .or:s .~teboarde:  t ry ingto get from A. to B and ~"'//';:"'/'>:"" ............... 
• 1! S"~i~ding the time in transit m fear of their hves. "//~///~7/,,',~7/,,,,,~+ , ,/,.. ii.,i.. 
.-.. ae question no one, seems to 'be askingas we drift from study " "~ ' / ' ,# / / / /~  g~'~ ,~ ~ . 
t! tudy is whether anyone actually believes that, in view.of the ~ , ~ ~  "////~'//~//~////~×/~/,~ 
, "~: ~gressof technologyin'this eta, }here will be motorized tram . . . . . . .  , ,~ ;~~/ ,~g~.~,  ¢/~././///~,,..)~ ~ , ,  ~ ,. 
Im ~tion' in its current form and p~valence at all in 20 years. ~,;~,'~,,,,,>,,, ~ ,,,,,,,,,,,j '" 
'~  ~idef in s the climbing coSt of automobiles, insurance, and ~"~/~.  -~ ' -  
g~01ine and-the cumulative .polluting effect of manufacturing " .......... " '; 
~ .operating even the cleanest hydrocarb0n-buming vehicle, i t , : , , ~ .  ~ ~ i 
seems very unlikely that the.conceptof  people owning individual 
~t0mobiles and driving them daily for any ,reason will survive - " 
lilt0 the 21st century. Which is why it is difficult to take these ~ ~ 
1 ~ , . - . : , :  . . . . . . . . . .  . _ - : ~ ' "  " ' : " ' - - -  , 
Sttidies seriously. . 
'i=-We see now thatthe city'sTourism and EConomic Advisory. 
~mmiss ion  is recommending that a portion of the-sidewalks be 1 
.~0ved at eitrher end of the 4600 block Lakelse Ave. to - .The  view from 
~x~i te : the  traffic flow, The" commission has done excellent 
. . . . .  ' "  "n Victoria ~kin  the past and is certal p continue it in the future, but • ., • • . , t~par t i cu ia r  :recommendati6n tS akin to building a swimming : ' ~ , .: :. ~: 
p~l  and Lhen partiaHydraiding ] ! to  expedite the water flow: it by John  Pifer ~ , 
SS~)ws confusion in ~p ingthe  concept.'0n that count they :take " 
~nd.pr i ze ,  however;iI-Ia, milton and Associates .recommended in ~,~:.~ . . . . . . . . . . .  
1~ that within 20 . years the sidewalk and parking zones, in the : . . . . .  -~ - 
b.,!,~j"'::':k we., u!d have to., be eradicgted., • alto, gather;. It-would..,be'cruel.,, . . . . .  " ....... ' . . . . . . . . . .  " ....... ' from shelling out hundreds 
t0!ilremind the public and p01iticianshow much that study cost..- V ICTORIA- -  There is nothing: about.the financial incompetence away 
i~c  4600 block is far and, away the most pleasant pedestrian better than a restful, peaceful ho5- or corruption of the previous of millions more over future,,years. 
v, ~ id  •the downtown core, and anyone looking clearly at the day to restore one's sanity and/or SociaiCredit administration, it 
,~:~:.:,. ..... ,~, perspective after a D.nnultuous will. . . The finance minister agrees 
, f/mire shou!d be able to See that. even if private automobiles year in the world ofpoItics. If blame for the great portions . that the national debt must be 
: ~ ive  then'ext wo decades, expediting the traffic flow into the 
i~'~ntown areawil l  require :expanded parkingcapacity, ann A mellow fortnight in Costa - - of the deficit Budgetcan'be laid at ad. dressed, buthewants the pro, 
:~re 's  nowhere to go butup or d o w n . .  : .Rica has done ju~t hat for your thcSocgeds'.door, why. not?, they cess to be fait and equitable. . ;. 
!'~ii~e short term traffic flow .and safety needs .of this community humbleso, toC°rresp°ndent'work.., and o°nethish°pes' eemAftertO aSk:all, the truth is that the transfer RightpaymentsnOW, Ottawa'Sto the federalwovinces 
~e been identified, and/nothing has been done. In fact, as the week's topic of what fuels all poli- books ARE in a mess. are about 20 percent of federal 
~ ies  gather dust'the situation in some areas haS actually gotten • • 
~i0~e. We know what needsto be done in the.short erm. The tics ":'- m°neYi.-- and th°se wh° Through some creative spending, but the various cutbacks 
|~iig term opt~.ons shodld i~ave privately owned cars where they manage it in government accounting and appropriately mean that the Tofies ~,ant he 
m6st likely wall be 20!.yean from now: in the past. " All governments, from the named B.S. Fund, the Socreds provinces to bear the burden of 45 
smallest of municipal councils.to " c0nsistendy presented the pmvin- percent of ailfed spending cuts. " 
the largest of provincial and feder- cial deficit as being a lot less than Mr. Clark maintains that Mr.  
al Cabinets, are sustained by dol- it was, to prop up their image as Mulroney's trategy is threatening 
fats, or yen or pounds or pesos or alleged good money managers, universalhealth care and social 
colones or whatever, in everything And it also is true that in the programs and assistance in Cana- 
they do, every policy they intro- last two years of their role, the da... and he is fight. 
duce. Socreds were so involved in a . 
)U So, in the early months of the fight for political survival under At the end of the mo'nth, the 
il~.~! new Mike Harcourt administra- an incompetent, intransigent and • provincial finance ministers meet i~:~i 
~:~ ~/::. The lerraoo HeVtew is pu~lsneo ro~mtrm,on ~o. oe~o tion in our province,it is hardly inappropriate l nder, that efficiimt With the prime minister's right- 
:':~,i :i each Wednesday by Close-Up surprising to fmdthat he busiest operation 0f government went by hand henchman, Don Mazankow. .~:~i:. Business Services Ltd. M meme On~,O~O o~r~ amvo~) :~;~..~ Publisher: In the Terrace Review le protected under Cabinet minister, and the most. the Wayside. . ski, to Uy to restore some equality 
cana0um cop~m R~0~aUo, No. aezns ..e powerful, is Finance Minister Betty Barton ~ be r~u,  za  v r~ w~hout ~ Proper fiscal management and to the system, and to demand more 
"T . ~ili, '/-')I: '- MichaelEdit°r:Koliy EaomPm~°nmm°~mn~m~m. ~ pu~s~. ve s,n0 i  ~e0 Glen Clark. respohsibility Went with iL money from Ottawa. 
on the ©onditlon that In th. ev.nt o! a At 34,'this mustachioed young Secondly, bashing OUawa fa' Surely there can be little doubt -C i  , . - ,  ] ,?:~' Senior Staff Reporter. t~t~ ~o~, t~ ~t~ a t~ ~ 
[,i~:~i:.. . . . .  Ted Strac~an ' m ~ by t~ mm~o~ .  ~ m ue IdLA is surely Canada's youngest- its cutbacks, freezes and caps on that one of the most persistent, 
~,'b, ~ ~o,,, t~ ~ rm. ~ ever politician to hold the post; shared f'mances will also be aggressive and determined mini-  
eo.  Barton must as,ume responeibillty for error, In any but his youth has proved to have brought into play by the NDP in ters at the table will be B.C,'s 
I~!~ii'~/,:i~:: "Nat iona l  Adver t i s ing :  e i ~ , ~  ,d  wh ich  iS SUp l~ led  to  the  Ten 'ac~ " " : , , 
i~!/~i:i . . . .  ,Madodo Tw~ford. n '~ ~ ~=~"~ °'= ~" ~o~,~, , ,~ , been no impediment at all since 5e its inaugural Throne SW, ech and Glen Clark. 
B.C. Human Rlohts Act, no adve~lnment  ~1 I~  " l:i~,~::: -',::,. Local Advertising! p~h~d ~h~h o'~r~m~mm ~omt • pmon fu'st was elected in 1986, then . BudgeL The young resource policy 
FI!~::,,~:!'~,~," , ',-.Jack.leek d,.m,O..,~..r,~o~o,,.,.x.~u~m~. :aged jut28. Mterail, it worked for fonr • consultant from East Vancouver is. 
o~ e, ~ .  - In fact, given the 18-,hour days decades for the Socreds, why out to prove that he can play with 
4535 Grei0 Avenue,. he has b~n working this month, shouldn't i Work for the New the big kids, especially where pub- ' 
Terrace. B.C. and will.keep on working until the Democrats? iic money is involved. • 
... . V8GIM7 . . . .  Phoiie: 635-7840 Budget is delivered at the end of That is not to belittle the fact He bears watching. 
) ;  Fax: 635-7269 March, Mr. Clark's youth may be that Ml'. Mulroney and his T0ry 
. . . . . . .  seen as a bonus which allows him cohorts deserve some of that bash- Parting lrhousht: In the tropi- 
~ ~, t~:  to keep on ticking at that p~:e. ing. cad climes of -Central America, the In Canada $30.00 
out ~ c,mm smo.oo And as he and the New Indeed, as Mr. Clark pointed locals take great pleasure in telling 
/ 8~mio~ M Ter r~ and DIMdct $30.00  
out  Of T~ and Dbtdct $33.m ,Democrats  come to grips with the out dining an extensive media ~is joke:. 
. . . .  ~ST ~ bo =k~ Io ~ ~ ~.  fiscal health of B.C., several briefing on Thursday, Ottawa has Q: What do you call an air con- 
i i  i [ 
,kL ' things ate emerging, offioaded more than $1 billion ditioneg7 
-:" i::~'" ~ ',' thin m~ilOT ~H b~ ~on~agl for ptd)flcation ,'y whorl Mgnod. Pk~ - First of all, it is evident hat worth of its contributions toB.C. A: A politician. It's noisy as 
'g l~ , ,Z ;~,=~nu~b~ "~odi~m~or¢~stho~httocon~nloan~dt any ,l~oliticaladvan,'l~,whichtho aspart of ils deficit=mduction hell, and never seems to work 
i $~, ,~"~-~-~~"  ~: . ,w . , , .  , .q . - , - -  . . . .  = " "~"~ 1lot n~o~3sadly IhosO U| I~ Ten '~~.  • . l~i~'ca~ use to make ~ts case measures, and will be backing properly. 
i d;!:;: D . . . .  
. \  
6 Te  sa~eRe~w,  - - -  Wednesday,January29,,1992 . ., • . , ,: , .: ~;,.. _ 
. . ; ~ . , , : , .  / :  , . . , .  , . : :~  ~:  .~ . . . .  , ,. , , + ,:~ ~¢~,', . .  . ,. . . . . .  . . . . . . .  
i . ` '  ) 
! ":" ..... '" he clty of 'Iicn~ce,.under the influence of numerous i__ .'- ..,./__ i ' , - _ . -  ,. , . , : . . ..... . . . 7 -. • ' .  .. ', . ...- , i . .  " . " .- 
' " " s tud ies  done over the yea=, appearsto be prepafngfor  [ l l l~  ~'q~='~q~'~ ' ' ' ' " ':~ ' : . . . .  : ' " ) ( '  : "1 . i  I 
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~..: . 
Squish on t.he .'. 
slopes of Slidvlk 
check the fit. - ' of your question." 
m 
mm 
A 
s we learned last week, 
a chance encounter at a 
Vancouver convention 
led to a long and lasting friend- 
ship between two professional 
foresters, Herby Squish from 
Terrace and Sven Svenson from 
Sweden. Eventually, that friend- 
ship led Squish to Swedento see 
for himself. Is there a Swedish 
solution applicable to B.C.'s 
forest problems? Or is that a 
myth? 
A number of~ihings in Sweden 
surprised Squish. And as he 
worked his way to the top of 
Beetle Mountain hc reflected on 
that excursion. 
On his arrival in Stockholm, he 
had hailed a cab and his first 
stop was the Swedish govern- 
ment offices in the old section 
of town. He wanted to talk to a 
member of the Green Party. If 
there were any environmental 
conflicts or concerns, that would 
be the place to find out. 
A neatly dressed secretary had 
referred him to a Mr. Bjornson... 
Down the hail and to the right. 
Following name swapping and a 
handshake, Squish got straight to 
his point. "What kinds of prob- 
lems are you dealing with in the 
forest industry here Mr. Bjorn- 
son?" 
Bjornson had looked confused. 
"You know. Things like envi- 
ronmental concerns." 
"Environmental concerns?". 
• For a moment, Bjornson pon- 
dered ihe hustle of Swedish 
commerce outside his window. 
Then, with his gaze returning to 
h is  Canadian visitor: 'Well... 
There are a few things we're 
working on. Very, very few. But 
generally, everyone accepts 
proven fact as truth... And there 
is a universal • commitment to 
doing this right. So we are nor- 
mally very proud of the way we 
treat our forests in Sweden."• 
"You mean there are no ques- 
tions? The Swedish people fully 
trust the laws and the govern. 
ment here7" It was Herby's turn 
to  be confused. "Why?" he 
asked. 
"I think it's a historical point," 
Bjornson replied. "Swedes are 
law-abiding people and they 
have trust that Swedish officials 
really try to do good jobs... 
Instead of going doing bad jobs. 
I think there's a general feeling 
of trust •towards government and 
the parliamentarians i  Sweden." 
"Why?" Squish repeated. 
"I don't think we will lose our 
forests because of the practices 
of the companies. If we're going 
to lose trees in Sweden, it will 
' be because of the pollution and 
the increase in acidity. You 
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try 
'nsiglhts 
od Strachan, in consultation with Rod Arnold and D0ug . . . . .  
know... Acid rain." 
The conversation carried on in 
a •similar tone for about a half 
hour. And "when Squish left 
Bjornson's office, he was shak- 
ing his•head. He couldn't believe 
it. The Green Party was known 
for it's environmental concerns. 
And with forestry, they appar- 
ently had none. 
"What kind • of crazy country is 
this,", he wondered. Environ- 
mentalists, forest companies, 
politicians and loggers... 
Friends? 
Squish boarded a train for his 
two hour ride north to his 
intended estination. The small 
town of Slidvik. A town named 
after Slidvik Hill... Or was it the 
other way around? Squish could 
never emember. 
At any rate, it didn't really 
matter. Svenson worked in Slid- 
vik for a largewood manufactur- 
ing company called Svenland 
and Sons, and Squish Was far 
more interested in Swedish for- 
est practices than the names of 
Swedish towns. 
As the train slowed, Squish 
took in the passing scenery with 
keen interest. It was a pretty 
little town, he decided, sitting at 
the base of Slidvik Hill. B0r- 
Highways awaits • word from 
Victoria on capital budget 
rebuilding plan for Highway 37, 
to suffer the effects of Capital 
funding cutbacks by the govern- 
ment if cutbacks occur. 
Major projects that .have been 
completed include the Shames 
Mountain access road and over- 
head rail crossings at Esker (20 
kilometres west of Terrace), 
Carnaby (at Kitsegeucla) and 
Dumont (50 kilometres west of 
Terrace). Projects that are par- 
tially completed include paving 
of the Nisga'a Highway. 
A study of congestion and 
traffic flows in the Terrace high- 
way corridor was also part of the 
1990 long range capital program. 
The study was completed but no 
action has been taken on it. 
"One of the nice things about 
this is that we developed the 
program pflorities with consulta. 
tion, based on the collective 
interests of the region. Those 
priorities are standing the test of 
time quite well. We're feeling 
very comfortable about that," 
Buckle remarked. 
He also noted the distinction 
The change in the provincial 
government and grim rumblings 
coming from the office of the 
new finance minister appear 
likely to have an effect on capi- 
tal projects planned for high- 
ways in the Northwest. The 
extent of that effect is still not 
clear. 
In May 1990 the ministry 
announced a series of capital 
projects for the Skeena region 
proposed for building over sev- 
eral years. On Dec. 23, 1991, 
however, the new minister of 
transportation a d highways, Art 
Charbonneau, said his ministry 
was reviewing the status of all 
capital projects. "If cutbacks 
become a reality, our ministry 
will be in a strong position to 
revise our project list according 
to priorities et now," he said. 
About half the projects pro. 
posed in the May 1990 program 
are already complete and many 
of the other half are under way 
to some extent, regional high- 
ways manager Jon Buckle said 
last week. He expects the long 
term projects that would run between capital pro jects -  new 
over five or seven years, like the construction and rehablllta. 
tion projects, which are im- 
provements oexisting roads and 
structures. Charbonneau's Dec. 
23 statement indicated that the 
ministry's capitalpriorit ies, 
when revised, will be centred on 
safety and congestion problems 
in urban areas. "It appears the 
focus will be on Vancouver and 
southern Vancouver Island; 
that's where the majority of the 
bucks •will go. We're banking on 
the rahab side," Buckle said. 
The rahab projects, he said, are 
backed by substantial technical 
arguments and should not be in 
danger from the possible cut- 
backs to capital funding. 
In view of Charbonneau's 
inclination to concentrate capital 
money on the lower mainland, 
cutbacks would probably spell 
doom for radical improvements 
to access for Usk..Buckle said 
the $3 million bridge proposal to 
replace the community ferry 
would unquestionably fall under 
the category of capltal improve- 
ments. • ...... 
Buckle expects to have a 
clearer idea of the region's 
budget In February. 
dared on the south by Slidvik took Squish to the plant to show 
Lake. him around. The first stop was 
"Slidvik?' His curiosity resur- at Otto Sveniand's office. As is 
faced.i Fellow • passengers eyed the case with many small towns 
him curiously as he asked his in B.C, he soon discovered, the 
transparent reflection in the town of.Slidvik relied almost 
window of the passenger car.., entirely on Svenland's operation. 
"Whereis the imagination i this Svenland wasn't your typ!~l 
town?" B.C. manager. As the president 
Squish felt their curious tares. Of the company, he  had s~at  
But he didn't care. Instead, he more time in the academic worid 
decided he would ask Svenson •than in a corporate board room.- 
for the name of the mayor... "It He knew exactly what forestry 
has to be Slidvik." More stares, in Sweden meant to the coon- 
The train jerked to a halt and omy. And he fully •understood 
Squish headed for the rear of the his role in maintaining that 
coach. As he stepped onto the economy . . . . .  
platform he saw Svenson headed A brief tour of Sveniand,s 
his way with a broad •smile and operation. Some casual conver- 
outstretched hand. Squish didn't sation. And it was time to leave. 
feel like a stranger here. He To reallyunde.rstand, Squishhad 
knew he would enjoy his two to see the forest. And Sve~on 
• week stay. had scheduled the necessary time 
The next morning, Svenson to accommodate him. ii!i~i 
News in Brief " "  
.!5!~ 
The Provincial Emergency Program has determined that relief for! I 
flood-stricken residents of the Nasa Valley during October 1991 ~: 
required the largest airlift in PEP's history. The emergency aid.: 
involved 14 flights by two helicopters to take $25,000 worth of 
food and other necessities to stranded residents of Greenville,: 
Canyon City, Aiyansh and Hess Camp. The flooding occurred 
during a provincial election, and PEP also delivered ballots by. 
helicopter for people demanding to vote in spite of the emergency. 
Telegraph Creek now has a shelter for women and children in 
crisis. The four-bedroom shelter was built by the Tab.ltan Band 
Council with the help of a $180,000 forgiveable loan from Canada 
Mortgage and Housing. Itwill be operated with $208,290 in 
funding annually from the Department of Indian and Northern 
Affairs. 
It is not known at this point if PetroCanada gas stations in the 
Northwest will be affected by a nationwide reduction in the 
number of the company's retail operations. A public affairs 
spokesman for PetroCanada inCalgary said Monday they intend to 
close about 30 percent of their retail outlets over the next three 
years, with a site-by-site review being launched immediately. 
Rocco Ciancio said the company has been taking heavy losses 
from cross-border gasoline shopping and a general decline in the 
use of gasoline. Consumption ofgasoline in Canada dropped seven 
percent last year and 2.7 percent he year before. 
There are two PetroCansda stations in the Terrace area. 
Several schools in the Terrace area received grants fi'om the 
Ministry of Health for substance abuse prevention projects. 
Gitanyow Elementary School got $1,660 for a community youth 
forum, Hazelton Senior Secondary got $1,550 for peer counselling, 
a school CounterAttack program and work on the anti-smoking 
project Flame Out, Stewart secondary received $500 to stage a 
theatre production, and Nisga'a Elementary-Secondary in New 
Aiyansh got $2,000 for the Dragon Project, a theatre production 
to mark National Addicion Awareness Week. 
Applications are now being taken for $500,000 in Green Gold 
grants. The money comes from FRDA II, the second provincial- 
federal Forest Resources Development Agreement, and is intended 
for financing of public awareness and education projects about 
forestry by non-profit organizations. Further information is 
available from the Kalum District Forest Service office in Terrace. 
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A friend of mine has three 
children, all boys. As the oldest 
turns 11, my friend is faced with 
the problem of birthday party 
entertainment. Just what do 1X- 
year-old boys like to do? 
Whey're too old for Pin the 
Tail on the Donkey," That much 
she knows. On the other hand, 
they're too young for cocktails 
and vacation slides. 
On the intense advice of the 
birthday boy, she determines that 
organized games are pass6. Car- 
toont and balloons are also out, 
she's told with a sigh and rolling 
11-year-old eyes. She finally 
.agrees, reluctantly, that the party 
will take its own course. She'll 
have the board games out, just in 
CaSe. 
When the big day arrives, a
gang of nine noisy, muddy-shoed 
guests walk home from school 
food?" 
His mother says a quick prayer 
and gathers enough junk food to 
put a nutritionist into severe 
shock. At the rec room door, she 
is politely mobbed. She fights her 
way to the table, where IX-year- 
old hands quickly swarm the 
Doritos and Cheezies, and the 
Oreos are immediate history. She 
slinks away, grateful for the 
relative silence of loud crunching. 
The sounds gradually merge 
into a low patter, accented by 
Nintondo beeps and laughter. She 
creeps downstairs and puts her 
ear against he door. The wood 
pulses with the steady rap beat of 
some popular musician who goes 
by his initials, interspersed with 
ll-year-old voices. 
"I'II raise ya five." 
bare crust and is let loose upon a 
smorgasbord of toppings and 
mozzarella. The object is to see 
how much you can pile on your 
crust. There are no winners, and 
the 0nly losers are those dele- 
gated to clean up afterward. 
Presents and cake rare accepted 
enthusiastically, though the 
"Happy Birthday" singing is 
pitiful, marked by guffaws and 
backslaps. Hockey cards emerge 
from someone's pocket, and a 
discussion of Kevin Somebody's 
,excellent" collection breaks out. 
The board games it untouched 
on the counter. 
Soon the doorbell is ringing, 
signalling the end'. Thepile of 
high-top sneakers dwindles, until 
the house feels like an empty 
shell. 
Birthday boy is found down- 
stairs, cleaning up. She watches 
with their host. As they turn onto "He's bluffing." him gather napkins and glasses. 
the street, his mother hears them "Read 'em and weep." "Great party, mom. Thanks." He 
coming. The rising calls of shout- "Hahl You diet" pulls the vacuum out from the 
ing young male voices reach a She decides that they're doing 
crescendo rivalling that of a cattle all right - -  so far. She recalls her 
drive. She checks that the imur- own eleventh birthday party. 
ance is paid up. Back then, Musical Chaim and a 
They arrive suddenly and a Barbie in the cake were marks of 
mountain of back packs, high-top a good time, with her mother 
s ne:~,ers: anf!. ,~p~,  gifts :j . . . . . . .  hovcn'ngabovc the guests, shout- 
appear in the entrance, as a siam- ing out rules like an armyser- 
geant. She wonders if she should 
get some chairs and music ready. 
pede of growing feet noisily 
descend the stairway to the base- 
mentxoc room.Cries of "Aw, ya 
did notl" and "-Did tool" rise. 
above hearty laughter as they 
arrange themselves on furniture 
and floor. 
The birthday boy emerges im- 
mediately. "Morn, where's the 
An hour later, the birthday boy 
sticks his head out the door. 
"When's dinner?" 
The menu on such occasions is 
a game called "Build your own 
pizza". Each player gets a small 
closet. 
It' was nothing, she thinks, truly. 
vex you W.em" " 
clean, with care. 
only 
VERYDAY IS 
SHIRT LAUNDRY DAY 
Men's or Ladies' cotton or poly blend shirt 
Richards  
on  Emerson  
THE DRYCLEANER & SHIRT LAUNDRY 
' Swing in. to  our DRIVE THRU 
: R ichardsC leaners  
3223 Emerson  St. 
• TerraCe 
: !8:00-&rn[ to6:O0 p.m. -- Monday to Friday 
, : .~:i:]:~,!:8:30a.m, to 5:30 p.m. - -  Salurday 
- - "  : / - ,  : Phone:  635-5119 
.Co : 
" 'if you wish to announce 
the birth of YOUR baby, please f l l loutthe form auatlable in the 
maternity ward at Mills Memorial Hospital. We will pick up your 
forms every week. . , .  
GOSSELIN - -  Cynthia Brown and Roger Gosselin are pleased to 
announce the birth of their daughter Sara Lynn Gosselin on 
January 24, 1992 weighing 9 Ibs. 1-1/2 oz. 
JOHNNY - -  Sharon Carlick and Leo Johnny Jr. are proud to 
announce the birth of their daughter Phylis Ruth Louise Johnny 
on January 17, 1992 at 6:55 p.m. weighing 8 Ibs. 3 oz. 
RUSSELL - -  Vernon and Veronica are the proud parents of son 
Owen Mitchell on January 22, 1992 weighing 7 Ibs. 7 oz. A little 
brother for Delmer, Jordan and Beverley. 
SKEENA MALL 
"EXPECT THE EXTRAORDINARY" 
12 - 4741 LAKELSE, TERRACE 
;~)~ Alter Store Hours 638-1054 1 Telex 0478SS49 
TERRACE FLOWERS A LA CARTE LTD. 
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Last year I received aphone 
call from a woman claiming to be 
an employee of the Skeena Health 
Unit; she stated that hey were 
conducting a survey concerning 
breast exams and breast cancer. I 
thought i was rather odd since the 
Skeena Health Unit does not as a 
rule conduct phone surveys. I co- 
operated by giving random 
answers, wondering where all this 
would eventually ead. It didn't 
take too long to figure out that I
was the recipient of an obscene 
phone call. 
Normal people would probably 
have hung up, but I'm a very curi- 
ous cat. I was especially curious to 
know how she had obtained by 
unlisted phone number (I still 
don't know). Astho questions 
became more and more lewd, I
suddenly had a mental picture of a 
wild-looking woman shouting 
obscene messages from what 
sounded like a pay phone some- 
where on main street. This struck 
me as strangely humourons. I 
wrote the whole thing off as just 
one more of those strange occur- 
rences that kee~ life from becom- 
ing too boring. 
But now it seems as though 
I'm on her hot list; she phoned me 
again two weeks ago with the 
same bogus seam. Obviously this 
lady has never heard that old 
adage about old news being boring 
news. I listened carefully for hid- 
answered that I was 40, she 
seemed to hesitate slightly. Not 
long after she very politely hung 
up on me. Was this her way of 
telling me that I was no longer a 
choice victim, that she considered 
me to be "over-the-hill'? 
Are these types of nuisance 
calls a product of the 20th century, 
or does this sort of aberrant 
behaviour go much further back 
into our past? Take primitive man, 
for example. How do we know all 
those mysterious cave drawings 
are as innocuous as they first 
appeal! Can't you just see some 
burly neanderthal slobbering and 
grinning foolishly as he works for 
days inside a damp, smelly cave to 
complete his latest "obscene mas- 
terpiece'? Wouldn't you like to 
know what stories those drawings 
really tell?l 
Andwhat about he old west 
- -  we've all heard about hose 
famous moke signals, but it 
den clues that might identify her, 
but When she ask~ rely ...... • . . . .  about all this, age and I several more ques- 
strikes me as just a bit peculiar 
that John Doe would actually go 
to all the trouble of building a nice 
smoky fire just to tell his friend 
three hills over that, "Hil It's me 
again. Everything is fine here, 
except hat my blanket is now on 
f~re and I'm choking to death on 
all this Smoke. Goodbye." It seems 
conceivable that Mr. Doe might 
just as easily have been making a 
few rude comments between hello 
and goodbye. 
When you really begin to think 
lions pop up. What's really behind 
the Mona Lisa's self-satisfied 
smirk? Might she have been liven- 
ing things UP a wee bit by anony- 
mously sending poor Leonardo a
few titillating notes? And how do 
we actually know that Nero was 
fiddling while Rome burned7 
Maybe he was busy scribbling a
juicy letter to some poor unsus- 
pecdng schmuck. History is full of 
interesting possibilities for those 
of us with fertile imaginations. 
Obviously apsychologist 
would tell me that people who 
make obscene phone calls have a 
lot of emotional problems. I might 
even be told that I should be more 
sympathetic and not make fun of 
them. Bah Humbugl If people 
insiSt on abusing the telephone 
system that I as an honest, 
upstanding citizen must pay for, 
then they are fair game. If they 
don't like this, then they shouldn't 
phone me. 
As for my phantom caller, I'm 
not sure what to think. The RCMP 
constable I spoke with said that if 
she follows the same pattern as 
before, I probably won't hear from 
her until next year. By that ime 
we' l l  almost be ona first name 
basis. Except hat after we 
exchange small chit chat, like 
comparing bra sizes, the conversa. 
lion will probably fizzle out. Then 
again, maybe she'll complain 
about his column. Now wouldn't 
that be interestingl 
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The man  for all...,: 
e mergenc, ie-s h a ng,, 
up his beeper 
After 14 years as a volunteer 
with the Provincial Emergency 
Program,  Terrace area  
coordinator Ray Tank has left 
the scene of emergency rescue 
and disaster relief in our area. 
Th e City of Terrace received 
Tank'S resignation, effective 
Dec. 31, 1991, with ~ regrets ~!in 
the efforts of Search and Rescu 
Air Rescue, i Amateur Radi 
Emergency SOcial Services an 
in the Terrace area, the Wat 
Recovery Team. 
One of Tank's greate; 
achievements during his tenul 
as area .• coordinator was tt 
development of the :~ Terra( 
• November, According to past  Emergency. Plan. 
deputy coordinator Denise 
Fisher, the city thinks highly of 
the work Tank has done, "He's 
probably the most active area 
coordinator we've ever had," 
says Fisher. 
Tank joined the Provincial 
Emergency Program (PEP) in 
1978. He spent the first eight 
years as a ~'olunteer on the Ter- 
race area land search and rescue 
team, eventually taking the posi- 
tion of  Terrace area manager. 
Tank then moved up the ladder 
in October 1986 to the position 
of Terrace area coordinator. 
The PEP organization is 
divided into • nine zones in the 
province. Zone nine, Terrace, 
covers the northwest corner of 
the province from the Queen 
Charlotte Islands to Burns Lake 
and from Bella Bella to the 
Yukon border. Zone nine 
coordinator Rod Salem manages 
the area with advisory help of 
four zone chiefs under the head- 
ing of Search and Rescue, Air 
Rescue, Amateur Radio and 
Emergency Social Services. 
Under this umbrella, Zone nine 
is divided into a number of 
areas, one being Terrace. Each 
area in the zone is headed by an 
area coordinator who coordinates 
The Terra¢ 
Emergency Plan, which too 
effect in 1987, is a large manta 
which anticipates every imagilt- 
able type of disaster and outlines 
a coordinated course of action 
for all emergency organizations. 
In producing the Terrace 
Emergency Plan, Tank best 
demonstrated his dedication as a 
PEP volunteer. In order to 
accomplish the monumental task, 
he worked many long months of 
weekends, evenings and even his 
annual holidays from his regular 
employment as a truck driver 
with Big River Distributors. 
As the search continues for a 
replacement for Tank, the cur- 
rent deputy coordinator, Terrace 
economic development officer 
Peter Monteith, will take care of 
things. Monteith will have some 
assistance, though. Tank has told 
the city that, time permitting, he 
will be available to advise 
Monteith and will provide some 
orientation for the new area 
coordinator once he is found. 
Primarily, though, • Tank is 
planning to use his new-found 
"spare time" to relax. He says he 
enjoyed his 14 years as a PEP 
volunteer, but there are other 
things to enjoy in life as well. 
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Ray Tank and his wife Shirley got a special presentation from Mayor Jack Talstra and 
Terrace-city council this month to honour Tank for his service to the community as the 
volunteer area coordinator for the Provincial Emergency Program. Tank resigned the position 
at the end of 1991 after five years. 
Young Einsteins get ready 
for annual .Science Fair 
i 
The 27th annual Terrace 
Science Fair, with the theme 
"Leaping into Science", will be 
held in conjunction with Science 
Week on Saturday, Feb. 29 from 
9:30 a.m. - 4 p.m. at Caledonia 
Senior Secondary School. Major 
funding for the Science Fair has 
been provided by  Terrace Dis- 
trict Teacl~:~il:ion/th~:Sch6ol 
District #88 board and commun- 
ity groups in Terrace and Thorn- 
hill. 
Highlights of the Science Fair 
include a visit by Dr. Dick 
Williams, a professor and dean 
of the faculty of education at 
University of Victoria. He will 
conduct a series of science dem- 
New ambulance chief arrives 
The new unit chief for the 
Terrace B.C. Ambulance Service 
station worked his first day here 
Jan. 13. Wayne Mot, formerly 
the unit chief at the Fort St. 
James ambulance station, thinks 
he's going to like it here. It's 
much different han the greater 
Fort St. James area with it's 
total population of around 5,000 
people. "I see a lot of energy in 
town," Mot says of Terrace. 
"There's just so much going on." 
Mot joined the BCAS in Logan 
Lake in 1979 as a part-time 
paramedic and assumed the 
position of unit chief there in 
1984. He took on the job of unit 
chief in Fort St. James in 1989. 
Mot replaces former Terrace 
BCAS unit chief Mike Dwyer, 
who was transferred to Port 
Alberni last October. Terrace 
paramedic Barry Franzmann 
served as interim unit chief 
while Mot completed commit- 
ments in Fort St. James prior to 
moving here. 
Moving to Terrace with Mot 
are his wife Laura, his 13-year- 
old son Bryce and two-year-old 
daughter Courtenay. Moi's 
favourite off-duty activities 
include skydiving and exploring 
the uses of his computer. 
~i~ ~• i~!i i 
Wayne Moi: I see a lot of energy in town. 
onstrations in Terrace and 
Thornhill schools for students 
from kindergarten to Grade 12. 
Two free shows, Saturday, Feb. 
29 (11 a.m. and 1 p.m.) will be 
available to the public at the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
Entry forms for the Science 
Caledonia. Contests will be held 
at various times throughout the 
day: block tower building, straw 
tower building, a paper airplane 
contest, the two-egg drop, scav- 
enger hunts, and a foil boat 
designing competition. 
This year Canadian Women in 
Fair mustbe received at Caledo- Timber is again sponsoring the 
nia Se~i6i" Sec0hda/7 S~h061by" Tre~ ~ Aging C6nteSt; ~ Well as 
Feb. 21 at 4 p.m. Students' three displays: tree identifica- 
exhibits will be on display all tion. wood products and how 
day Feb. 29 in the gymnasium at trees grow. 
KINSMEN CLUB OF TERRACE 
Valentine's Day Raffle 
@ 
Tickets -on lv  $2 each 
available from any Kinsmen member, at Wayside Grocery 
• Accent on Hair ,Mohawk ,Heather's Balloon Magic ,Back 
Eddy's ,Terrace Review. Only 1000 tickets for sale. Buy Nowl 
Feb. 8, Skeena Mall 12 - 6 pm. 
Winning prize package includes: 
• Hair styling - courtesy of Accent on Hair 
• Transportation by chauffeur-driven limousine - 
courtesy of Terrace Totem Ford 
• Accommodation for two at the Desiderata Inn 
• Continental brunch sewed Sunday morning 
• Corsage & boutonniere by Heather's Balloon Magic 
• Candlelight Dinner at the Bavarian Inn 
• Fresh flowers & champagne in suite 
• Babysitting paid (in the Terrace area) 
Prize must be taken Feb.15, 1992. Transportation is in Terrace area. 
i i  i I l l  I I  
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P owerline potshots 
 cost shooter $34,000 
What may have seemed like a 
litt!e innocent target practice at 
the time has turned into a night- 
mare: for a Stewart man. Last 
November, 20,year-old Dennis 
Olyhyk pied guilty to wilful 
da~ge.  The judge handed own 
a two-year ~suspended sentence, 
placed him on probation for two 
years, ordered him to perform 
100 houra: community service 
vehicles, $3,400 for materials 
which included a new power 
pole, and around $12,000 in 
wages and overtime-for a B.C. 
Hydro repair crew. 
Hot included in the restitution 
order, he says, was a day-and-a- 
half worth of fuel to operate the 
die~;el generating p lant  at 
Stewart while the repairs were 
made. 
work,-, and told /him = to :pay Olynyk's arrest and conviction 
$34 i~ in-.restitution to B.C. is a good example of the effec- 
Hydro for the damage he caused, tiveness of offering rewards to 
The incident of+ Vandalism find vandals, says a B.C. Hydro A latticework of metal was being covered up by sheet metal workers at the site of the new 
occurred east of  Stewart on July official. B.C. Hydro paid out Lucky Dollar Bingo Palace by Riverside Park a few days ago. The new structure is required 
25;  1990, when Olynyk used a $2,500 in reward money for due to the popularity of bingo in the Terrace area, but the work didn't go ahead until a bizarre 
,22 calibre rifle to shoot out $20 Olynyk's name and RCMP were series of zoning changes took place. 
insulators holding up high volt- able to match .22 calibre casings s 
agchydro-electtictransmission found atthe scene with Olynyk's mbitious upgrade tn 
l~es: As  a result, the trans-rifle. 
mission lines fell to the ground, B.C. Hydro's reward program Terrace plans 
imocked out power in Stewart recognizes pcople, who Provide ydros 
for several hours and ca~ed a information "leading to  positive Y 
forest fire. identificaU.on of persons wilfully " , • 
B.C. Hydro field production damaging insulators, power lines 
manager Nick Stevens ays it and equipment". Incidents maY 
cost about $14,000 to put the be reported to the nearest B.C. 
fire0ut, $4,000 for helicopters, Hydro office or RCMP detach- 
$1,500 for contracting extra ment. 
The fol lowing convictions took place in Terrace adult 
criminal court on the dates indicated according to information 
provided by the court registry. 
Monday, January 6 
Kelly Brenton Lurid was sen- 
tenced to six months in jail and 
placed on probation for two 
years for assaulting a police 
officer. 
Frederick Abou was fined $700 
and given an 18-month driver's 
licence suspension for driving 
With'a blood alcohol content 
over the legal limit: 
Thomas Michael Schulmeister 
was sentenced to 14 days in jail 
and given a one-year driver's 
licence suspension for driving 
with a blood alcohol content 
over the legal limit. 
Wednesday, January 8 
Jean.Paul Normand Lavallee 
was sentenced to six months in 
jail:for breaking and entering 
.and committing an indictable 
offense. 
Thursday, January 9 
Arlene Maxima Moore was 
sentenced to 14 days in jail and 
placed on probation for one year 
foi; assaulting a police officer. 
Oscar  Dennlk was given sus- 
pended jail sentences and placed 
on probation for one year for 
each of two counts of assault. 
Keith David Sandhals was  
~given two,year suspended jail 
sentences and ordered to perform 
25hours of community service 
wOr i t  on each of elghtcounts of 
assault, . . . . . . . .  
RodneY Darrell Kerr was fined 
$250 for theft and $250 for 
committing mischief in relation 
to property. 
Marvin Grant Quock was fined 
$250 for obstructing a police 
officer. 
Friday, January 10 
Marvin Herbert Russell was 
fined $300 for assault. 
Kelvin Arthur Wood was fined 
$450 and given a one-year 
driver's licence suspension for 
driving with a blood alcohol 
content over the legal limit. 
Claude Jean Label was fined 
$500 and given a one-year 
driver's licence suspension for 
impaired riving. 
Charles Leonard Richard 
Powers was fined $200 and 
placed on probation for six 
months for assault causing bod- 
ily harm. 
Elizabeth Louise Stokes was 
fined $400 and given a one-year 
driver's licence suspension for 
driving with a blood alcohol 
content over the legal limit. 
Tuesday, January 14 
Tracy Lee Teschner was fined 
$400 and given a one-year 
driver's licence suspension for 
driving with a blood alcohol 
content over the legal limit. 
Gerald Jacques Chapdelaine 
was fihcd $300 for assault. 
TERRACE - - -  Rotted poles, 
cracked  insulators and old wires 
are accidents waiting to happen 
from B.C. Hydro's point of 
view, and the utility is planning 
extensive work in the Terrace 
area for 1992 to replace aging 
equipment and structures before 
they become hazards. " 
"We know where these things 
are," saysR0yStaveley, Terrace 
area manager for Hydro. "Many 
poles are due for replacement, 
right-of-way maintenance is due 
in many areas. We've got a big 
budget this summer, and it 
should improve service consider- 
ably." 
Hydro announced this month 
that one part of the program - -  
replacing 50 poles and 26 spans 
of high-voltage power line in 
Terrace and Kitimat m is 
already under way and should be 
finished by mid-March. The 
Terrace work is taking place on 
Walsh and Locn avenues, Kalum 
Lake Drive and along Highway 
16. Staveley said it is most 
economical for crews to replace 
all the components - - poles, line 
and insulators - -  in each loca- 
tion rather than one item at a 
time, and it also minimizes 
power disruptions for customers. 
At the same time, he added, 
elements in the electrical dis- 
tions were caused bY trees and 
branches collapsing under heavy, 
wet snow and falling on power 
lines. 
Another concern for Hydro is 
copper conductor power lines, 
which Staveley says are an old 
design. The remaining copper 
lines in the Terrace-Kitimat 
system are coming to the cad of 
their?o~eful !life ~ and- due ~ for 
replacement with aluminum 
conductor lines. Staveley 
explains that copper becomes 
brittle as it ages and becomes 
vulnerable to breakage under 
strains like snow and ice loading 
or high winds. The aluminum 
lines, he said, are lighter and 
power lines and could at some 
point damage the lines and 
either interrupt the power supply 
to individual houses or larger 
areas, or even pose a danger tO 
people. 
Under some circumstances, 
Staveley Said, a tree in contact 
with a power line could become 
energized without knocking out 
power. When that happens, 
anyone coming in contact with 
the tree could be shocked or 
even electrocuted. He urges 
property owners and residents to 
be aware of tree growth in the 
vicinity of power lines and take 
appropriate steps to make sure 
they stay clear of the lines. 
more flexible. 
Another concern over which In summarizing the work 
Hydro has less control is what ahead, Staveley remarked, 
Staveley terms "danger trees". "When you add it all up, we're 
They are trees on private prop- going to be left with a good 
arty that have grown too close to system after this is finished." 
Odd weather sets 
stage for big 
power failure 
A strange set of weather condi- 
tribution system can be tions uncovered an elusive prob- 
improved to allow for future lem Jan. 8 that was cause for a 
expansions in capacity. Other brief power outage affecting 
items being slotted for replace- 1,500 electrical customers in 
meat include cut-outs and trans- 
formers. 
Right,of-way maintenance is 
also in the works, a process that 
mainly involves tree trimming 
and brush removal. Staveley said 
the volume of power outages 
during December in the area 
surprised and worried the utility, 
and he believes that taking out 
potential interference from en- 
croaching vegetation will 
improve service. The mainten- 
ance is done in four-year cycles, 
he said, and is now due. The 
process in this area requires 
about 18 months. 
Most of the power interrup- 
south Terrace. 
The temperature hovered 
around zero, and in the after- 
noon something between snow 
and frozen rain covered the 
community in a sheet of ice. 
And for a lone electrical insula- 
tor mounted on a hydro pole at 
the intersection of Graham Ave. 
and Pear St., it proved too much. 
According to B.C. Hydro area 
manager Roy Staveley, the ice 
caused a short in the insulator 
and at about 4:45 p.m. an elec- 
trical arc between the power line 
and the wooden pole set the pole 
on fire. Firefighters and a hydro 
crew were able to put the fire 
out, but not before it burned a 
hole half way through the pole. 
The fire didn't cause the power 
outage, but the pole had to be 
replaced, causing a brief inter- 
ruption in service. 
Staveley says larger customers 
like Skeena Cellulose and Mills 
Memorial Hospital were advised 
directly and private consumers 
were notified through a radio 
advertisement. At 8:05 p.m. the 
power was turned off, the dam- 
aged pole and defective insulator 
were replaced, and at 8:28 p.m. 
service was restored. 
Slaveley says the cracked insu- 
lator may have been the cause of 
other recent power outages in 
the south Terrace area, but 
explains it is a very difficult 
kind of problem to detect... Until 
it sets a pole on fire. 
! 
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Games slate filling up 
The Kitimat-Slikine Region of 
the Northern B.C. Winter Games 
Society has registered the follow- 
ing atlfletes for l~urficipation at the 
forthcoming Northern B.C. Winter t 
Games in Fort Nelson, Feb. 6 to 9. 
Curling (boys) - -  Kevin 
Oates, Chris Oldham, Brian Cox, 
Tyler Robinson; Gordon Oates 
(.coach)-- Terrace. 
Curling (girls) , -  Lynne Wil- 
son, Kerry Kilden, Melism Web- 
star, Tara O'Coffey, Lea Lemky 
(coach) - -  Hazelton. 
Cribbage ---Judy Clarke and 
Judy Lambright- Terrace. 
Wrestling - -  Tyler Johnson, 
James Morgan, Rockie Doane, 
Dean Holland, Nathan Nikkel, 
Morgan Fisher, Bruce Johnson 
(coach) - -  Hazelton/Kitwanga. 
Cross-eounlry skiing - -  Anita 
Haubi (coach), Erica Eisenberg,. 
Adele Theme, Katie Mills, Ruth 
Mills-- Kitimat. 
Darts - -  Willie Calema, David 
Simard -- Ki~naL 
Minor hockey (bantam) - -  
Terry Smith, Devin VanHulle, 
Scott Long, Matthew Nicholls, 
Jason Warner, Tyler Gibson, Jeff 
Matthews, Braden Robertson, 
Ryan Fenwick, Ron Cullis, wade 
Kennedy, Jeff Marceau, Dimitri 
Filtziakis, Eddie Dollemore, 
Tommy Munson, Ry~m Gilgan, 
Kurt Nester, Steve Turfier (coach), 
Tom Turner (coach)-- Terrace. -. 
Another star 
Jan. 18 weekend saw second- 
place UBC Thunderbirds ladies' 
basketball team get a superb per- 
formance from Kilimat's five-foot, 
nine,inch guard, Cheryl Kinton. 
Kinton's 42-point, 32-rebound 
effort during atwo-game sweep of 
University of Alberta Pandas 
earned her "Canada West Athlete- 
of-the-Week" honours as she 
helped UBC push their league 
record to 6-and-4. The University 
of Victoria team leads the all- 
Canadian league on a perfect 10- 
and-0 mark. 
The Skeena Valley All-Star ladles: team was one of the tournament teams that played at 
the Terrace Arena last weekend to mark national Minor Hockey Week. Despite a strong effort 
!hey were defeated 7-5 by the Terrace peewee team. 
l i e  ' • 
• :  SkzmgAtlts,Peak 
Ski Tips 
by Tim Foster, 
Skler Services Dlreetor 
Skiing the Soft Stuff 
Here in the coastal mountains, With over 500 
inches of snow annually, it's not uncommon to be 
skiing on 5 or 6 inches of new snow. A few 
pointers for skiing new snow; 
• Distribute your weight evenly over both skis. 
This will allow you to displace the snow without 
catching a ski edge while turning. 
• Think about being balanced over your skis with 
The Terrace Minor Hockey peewee rep team was one of several groups on theice for an 
all-weekend celebration of Minor Hockey Week at the Terrace Arena. 
= 
even pressure along the entire length of your foot. [I Pro ising yea for local pros This will help y u remai  balanced in every turn. 
• Finally, it's important to use aggressive m r 
extension and flexion of your legs to help in the 
displacement of snow. 
Putting these hints to work in your turns will 
help you to ski in powder and other types of 
;now. 
SNOWPHONE - -  for up-to-the-minute snow 
md weather conditions at Shames, call toll-free 1- 
|00-663-8300. For registration in the Skier 
3evelopment programs, call 635.3773. 
REALTY WORLD 
Lakelse Realty 
Skeena Mall 
phone 638-0268 
Supporters of 
Shames Mountain 
REALTY WORLD" 
NE RESUlJrS PEOPI.E. ® 
According to half-season statis- 
tics, the young men from our area 
who seek pro hockey fame are 
doing just fine. In a list covering 
B.C. players last week, we find the 
names of five players from this 
area. 
Prior to the Jan. 23 loss to 
Toronto (4-3), New York Islander 
netminder, Mark Fitzpatrick 
appeared to be fully recovered 
from last season's muscle disorder 
and was back in the NHL after 
some American Hockey League 
rehabilitation. 
Two-week-old statistics 
showed him with 239 minutes 
played, 10 goals cored against, a 
2.51 goals against average, plus a 
two-win and two,loss mark with 
no shutouts. Barring a relapse, 
Fitzpatrick seems to be well on his 
way to resuming his major career. 
Terrace's Wade Flaherty, our 
other goaltending prospect, 
belongs to San Jose Sharks of the 
NHL but is playing this season 
with Kansas City Chiefs in the 
International League. He was 
recently named to the league's all- 
star team. 
Wade has played 26 games and 
holds a 3.01 goals-against average. 
He has an 18-win, seven-loss 
record (with one tie). Flaherty has 
played 1,575 minutes and has 
given up 79 goals. 
Dale Kushner, the Terrace- 
Smithers product, performs with 
the AHL's Hershey Bears after 
flirting in the majors for a couple 
of years. In 41 games he had six 
goals and five assists for 11 
points. Kush also has 88 penalty 
minutes. 
Defenceman Rudy Poeschuk 
now toils with the AHL's Monc- 
ton franchise. Rudy has played 34 
games, has a scoring mark of three 
and eight (11 points) and has been 
fingered for 109 minutes in penal- 
ties. 
As for Ten'ace's Jeff Sharpies, 
the big defenceman is back in 
hockey after half-a-season work- 
ing on his pizza business in Van- 
convex. 
Jeff was contacted by New 
York Islanders, who offered him a 
10-game tryout with their AHL 
Capital District squad (the same 
team Mark Fitzpatrick was work- 
ing out with to regain his NHL 
ability). In nine games he had one 
goal and three assists, plus eight 
penalty minutes. 
m y 
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HAMPIONSHIP 
Terrace Curling Club is hosting the Senior 
Ladies Provincial Championship Feb. 10- 15. 
The draws are as follows: 
. Tuesday, Feb.11, 10:00 am and 4:00 pm 
i Wednesday, Feb. t2, 10:00 am and 6:00 pm 
: Thursday, Feb. 13, 10:00 am and 4:00 pm 
:~: Friday, Feb. 14, 10:00 am and 4:00 pm 
• :, . . . .  Saturday, Feb. 15; 9:30 am and 
• 2:00 pm (tie breaker) _ 
: : /The winning team advances to the CANADIAN 
SEN!OR LADIES CHAMPIONSHIP in Nipawin, 
Sask:; in March. Spectatorsare welcomed and 
encouraged to view somegreat curling! 
Terrace Men's Recreational Hockey League 
::~bight0n Haynes- 635-2925 
GAME SCORES 
Jan. 16,_: All Seasons 
i ,Jan. 18i Riverside Auto Wranglers 
":Jan..18 Norm's Auto Refinishing 
11~dan. 19 - BackEddyPub 
,ii~Jan; -:19 , -;Skeena:Hotel 
i:7'Jan~"21 : .All Seasons 
J l 'Jan" 21 Precision Builders 
• Jan. 22 Terrace Timberman 
Jan. 22 Convoy Supply. 
6 
5 
10 
4 
.., :;~,~!. : ;.. <'~7.: .:! 8 
,7,:"-" ....... " 9 
8 
3 
4 
Back Eddy Pub 
Convoy Supply 
Northern Motor Inn Okies 
Precision Builders 
I~n,of the West 
Ihn'of-the West j ~' ~ ~ ~ 
Back Eddy Pub 
Riverside Auto Wranglers 
Northern Motor Inn Okies 
'"-"I  I ' "" " / t ,  
:STAN DINGS 
::Recreational Division 
Precision Builders 
All Seasons 
Norm's Auto Refinishing • • 
Skeena Hotel • 
Inn of the West 
-Back Eddy.Pub . - 
Oldtimers Division 
Riverside Auto Wranglers 
Terrace Timloerman 
Northern Motor Inn Okies 
Convoy Supply 
GP W L 
27 18 7 
26 18 8 
25 12 10 
25 12 11 
27 12 14 
27 8 17 
T GF GA PTS 
2 146 102 38 
0 138 109 36 
3 131 106 27 
2 135 125 26 
1 121 143 25 
2 112 124 18 
GP W L T ,~IF GA PTS 
26 12 10 4 85 94 28 
21 12 6 3 100 61 27 
27 10 14 3 80 105 23 
27 3 20 4 75 154 10 
2 
Skeena Tsimpeean boys: Downed Rebels by two points. 
\ .  /: 
• I ]  : 
Skeena boyswin 
In a give-and-go final quarter, 
the Skeena Junior Tsimpsean boys 
held off determined Kitimat Junior 
Rebels to win their high school 
six-team basketball tournament 
last weekend at home. 
Skeena fell behind 15-5 at the 
quarter, but were down only six 
points at half time (30-24). By the 
three-quarter mark, Skeena had 
moved ahead 45-44. 
The lead changed hands ever- 
al times in the .final eight minutes 
before Skeena came OUt with a 66- 
64 victory at the final buzzer. 
The six teams were split into 
three-team sections for round- 
robin play before moving into 
cross-counU'y playoffs. 
Skccna won both their round- 
robin contests. They downed 
Rupert's Booth 62-52 and took out 
Thornhil162-45. 
Kitimat had done likewise in 
their section, beating Port Simp- 
son 63-44 and defeating PRSS 
67-46. 
In the other two round-robins it 
was Port Simpson over PRSS 
61-48 and Booth over Thornhill 
63 -25. 
In cross-over playoffs, Kitimat 
outscored Booth 59-55, Skeena 
eliminated Port Simpson 54-46,, 
and PRSS knocked off Thornhill 
58-45. In the meeting for the fide, 
Tsimpseans made it their fourth 
win in a row in their exciting win 
• against the Junior Rebels. 
Terrace wrestlers 
t 
3 
1 
3 
3 
• .. I ?., - ~..,~ ~ e. ~ ~" 
1 
2 
1 
Skeena and Thornhill junior athletes topped the list of winners at the Jan. 18 junior 
badminton playday held at Thornhill Junior Secondary School. Thornhill had the number one 
team, followed by second-place Skeena. Smithers' Chandler Park placed third while 
Hazelton and Houston brought up the rear. 
Singles 'A' Flight - -  1st, Mike McAIlister (Thornhill); 2nd, Byron Mikaloff (Skeena) 
Singles 'B' F l ight -  1st, Greg Rinaldi (Thornhill); 3rd, Dustin Haigh (Skeena) 
Singles 'C' Flight - -  1st, Corey Waldie; 2nd, Terry Smith; 3rd, Patrick Phillips (all Skeena) 
Doubles 'A" Flight - -  
:1st, Brett KIuss/Mike McAIlister (Thornhill); 2nd, Byron Mikaloff/Carl Goodall (Skeena) 
• Doubles "B,.F!ight--" . . . . . . .  . . .  . - . . . . ,  +~ " . . . .  : ;" ..... " ":~~'+ 
:::3rdl D~vid Halley/Greg Rinaldi (Thornhill) 
dominate tourney 
Terrace high school wrestlers Skeena wrcsders led the medal 
opened the new year in their sport 
Jan. 18 when they travelled to the 
Kitwanga Invitational tournament 
and came home with top honours. 
Terrace competitors edged out 
the host team 28 points to 27 
points for their first place finish. 
Smithers, usually strong, placed 
third, while Prince •RuPert was 
fourth and Hazelton ~th.  
Terrace had eight medal win- 
ners, including two boys from 
parade with four. Shane Wilson 
had gold in 41 kilos and Lakhbir 
Jaswal grabbed gold in 60 kilos. 
Another gold medal went to 
Caledonia's Shane Illingworth for 
63 kilos. 
Picking up silver medals were 
Jim Thurow (63 kilos, Caledonia), 
Greg Buck (66 kilos. Skeena) and 
• Mat t  I~rby (70 kilos, Skeena). 
The outstanding wrestler award 
Clarence Michiel Elementary went to Smithers' Rob Swift, the 
School Ajit J~wal took silver in .7~ kilos gold medal winner. 
31 kilos"(~i!~ Lance May  ii;6n "~ :: ".~errace Skeeiia ~vill host the 
bronze in 33 kilos, zone finals Feb. 8. 
:lst, DUstinHaigh/CoreyWaldie;2nd, PatrickPhillips/RobbleGrewal(allofSkeena) Registration opens soon 
for Youth Soccer teams 
leer a few hours of their time to 
mark fields, to make posters, to 
help with fund raising and to help 
organize special events, such as 
Opening Day and the Mini-Soccer 
Festival. Team helpers and phon- 
ing coordinators are also needed. 
So - -  volunteer, register, and 
enjoy an entertaining season of 
soccer. •For further information, 
call Mary Hernes (635-3475) or 
Bey Bujtas (635-3719). 
I i  • . v . . . .  W- " 
HOME-  L IFE -  FIRE 
i BOAT- -  BUSINESS 
Contributed by Bev Bujtas 
The 1992 soccer season is fast 
approaching. Player registration 
takes place Feb. 28 and 29 and 
March 6 and 7. 
This year we would like to 
have our volunteer positions filled 
before we close registrations. If 
you are willing to be a coach or 
referee, please phone one of the 
numbers below if you have not 
already been contacted. We need 
people who are willing to. voiun- 
S 
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Bob sull ivan: Greatest joy to see a sick patient get better. 
CHEAP IMITATIONS 
CAN BE VERY COSTLY. 
USE ONLY GENUINE ARCTIC 
CAT ® PARTS AND 
/ 
ACCESSORIES. 
When you need replacemen t parts or want some 
extra accessories for your Cat, don't settle for 
cheap copies. Because in the long run, they cost 
more. Accept no substitutes. Come to us for 
Genuine Arctic Cat Parts and Accessories. 
NEID ENTERPRISES LTD. 
Recreational Sales & Service 
4925 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
by Betty Barton 
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Orde,rly leaves MillsMem.o.rial' 
aftor t"wo-docados f service 
he says. 
Bob says his greatest joy is to 
see a sick patient get better. He 
Bob Sullivan's old white T-: 
shirt proudly states, I may be  
out of the barn, but I'm not out: was also a bitofa pran)kster, but 
of the pasture." Bob retired from Says now that he's retired, he'll 
his position as a nursing orderly finally admit that he did put the 
(now called practical nurse) at hard boiled egg in the patient's 
Mills Memorial Hospital on Jan. bed. "She still asks me about it," 
8. Last Monday, the staff sur- he says. Bob often had to fore- 
prised him with a retirement warn the other staff that if a 
party in recognition of his 23 patient played a trick on him, he 
years service at the hospital, probably deserved i t . - :  ~ 
Bob, his wife Shirley (a regis- "I'll miss it,, a~?ter 23 years," he 
tared nurse at Mills) and four says. But, Bob is already making 
children moved to Terrace on plans. Upholstery, gardening 
Jan. 1, 1969 from Esperanza; (taking frustrations out on 
B.C. on the west coast of weeds)and  Burdenbearers 
Vancouver Island. There, he had counselling services for seniors 
worked in a small mission hospi- 
tal for 14 years. 
Bob started at Mills right after 
their move, "floating" but gen- 
era!ly working on the medical- 
surgical floor. He says that when 
he took his training nursing 
orderlies were trained to do 
everything. Over the yearsthe 
name changed to practical nurse s
and duties became compartmen- 
talized. "I've learned a lot from 
Drs. Lee and Strangway and 
others - -  hands-on experience," 
appeal to him. "I: need to be 
occupied and to  feel useful. 
Maybe I can visit patients I've 
known over the years, befriend 
them, help them,, explains Bob. 
Even as a young man, Bob 
Sullivan had a favourite old lady 
whom he visited. The joy of 
TB Vets 
send out 
key tags 
Over 3,000 Terrace residents 
should by now have received a 
small gift in the mail from the 
TB and Chest Disabled 
Veteran's Association. Each year 
the association mails out identi- 
ftcation tags to be attached to 
recipients' key rings. If the keys 
are lost the finder can drop them 
in the mail; The TB Vats receive 
them and return them to the 
owner. 
The group is a major source of 
charitable funding for hospitals, 
using donations from supporters 
to buy respiratory equipment in 
areas where it is needed. The 
key tag program is the associa- 
tion's Way of thanking past 
donors and reminding people of 
the TB Vats' function. 
The association has, over the 
years,: contributed $25,000 to 
Mills Memorial Hospital. For 
further information on the TB 
Vats, call 1-800-665-7796. 
seeing the pleasure on her face 
when he visited made it seem 
so right. Bob says Terrace has 
been a great town to raise a 
family in. Many of their friends 
are here. Three of their four 
Children and families live else- 
where.• They might eventually 
move, but... 
He says he has to keep looking 
forward to new ideas and plan 
things that only now, he has the 
time for. Bob has also put him- 
self on call at Mills Memorial, 
just in case •they're short of staff 
or he gets bored. 
! 
He credits his good humour, 
strength, and affinity to people, 
"I have tO give God fimt~glory, 
and my wife for her support. 
Last, but certainly not leas ~ the• 
hospital administration and my, i 
fellow staff members for their 
faithfulness in helping me to 
accomplish my job." 
Nellie Beale was given recognition for 20 years of service in 
the local health care field by the Terrace Health Care Society 
last month. Also recognized for length of service were 28 
other five-, ten- and fifteen-year employees of tlie society for 
their work at Mills Memorial Hospital. 
Phone: 635-34781 
. . . . . .  _ 
v . * m 
Fax: 635-5050 
• "~ Trademarks of ikrclco, Ii1¢. 
k NK'I  o 
World Class Snowmobiles'"' 
Arctco, Inc. 1991 
~,?  . - 
. ~ "i, " ';~' " '~~ : ..... 
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SATELLITE TV 
CancomNaluevislon authorized dealer 
PRO-TECH ~ 
ELECTRONIC 
ENGINEERING 
(A OWtStOU 01 = LAC~tX tll0U~|it$ LTO.) 
Residential Commercial and industrial 
Electronic Equipment 
635-5134 4519 Lakelse, Terrace 
Jane's Pet Gallery 
Dog and Cat Grooming 
FREE PICKUP AND DELWERY~ 
" Pet Portraits 
• Original Pastel Portraits. 
~[~ Dogs, Cats, Horses and Wildlife 
635-6552 
lANE TURNER 638-8018 RaN 
Muffler Centre 
NATIONALLY GUARANTEED 
"1! you're satisfied, tell others 
• . .  if not . . ,  tell us." 
49i8 Greig Ave. 
Terrace, B.C.V8G IN4 
• Phone 638-1991 
SIMONS CONSTRUCTION 
Carpentry- Renovations 
"'No Job too Small" 
3514 King Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4Z3 
Seniors Rates 
Malcolm Simons 
• ,': Ph. 635-7724 
GREENING TOURS LTD. 
CUSTOMIZED TOWN AND COUNTRY SCENIC TOURS 
2090 Churchill Drive, R.R. #4 
Terrace British Columbia 
Canada V8G 4V2 
Beverley Greening, Owner 
(604) 635-7868 
Fax (604) 638-8991 ~ #- ° "t, • 
B&G 
• GROCERY 
Laundromat & Carwash 
Open 8:30.10:30 dally 
2701 S. Kalum 635:6180 
L l " West Coast 
Landscaping 
DESIGN :-IN,..%'TALLATION 
MAINTENANCE Jon Blake 
coM.e.C.~L- ~eSlo~m,, ~ 635-2572 
. :.:,LAWN REJuVENATIoN, ,~ ~!!~!';i'i~1:3~2~'~~. 
• PRUNING • SPR ING CLEAN UP  Temce, B.C. 
e ' IRR IGAT ION SYSTEMS 
"YOUR AUTHORIZED 
LENNOX DEALER" 
Heating & 
Air Conditioning 
MERC CRUISERS ~ MARINER OUTBOARDS 
• . HAMILTON & OUTBOARD MARINER JETS 
HOMELIRHT LAWNMOWERS 
YAMAHA 3 ~" 4 WHEELERS 
YAMAHA POWER PRODUCTS 
Consolidated r" "~: N o rfh we s t SmOA,WA CHA,N SAWS 
. ,~ ,  . . . . . . .  SuppyLtd .  .:~:~,! a!?i~! I OL'No.7~O &-I~$ER PRODUCTS' i~,~., 
.......... .......... ~i: ...... ~ 4 9 4 6  Greig Ave., Terrace 
5239 Keith Ave., Terrace 635-7158 m 
Sales and Service for 
Motorcycles • Chalneewe 
SnowmoMles • Madne Supplies 
TERRACE ~ EQUIPMENT 
SALES LTD. 
4441 Lakelse Ave., Terrace Ph. 635-6384 SKIDOO 
SKEE-~NA BELTING & 
RUBBER SERVICES 
Inflatable Boat Repairs 
Durable --  High Quality 
Vulcanizing Repairs 
We specialize in conveyor belt 
installations, .splicing. and repairs 
vulcani:flng and pulley lagging 
6384530 24 HOUR SERVICE ~-0663 
4711-A Kelth Ave. 
Auto Glass Specialists 
ICBC claims handled promptly 
638-1166 
COOSEMANS PIANOS 
IMPORTS - SALES 
PIANO TUNING, 
REGULATION & REBUILDING 
' Jos~ Coosemans 
4703 Straume Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
CANADA USG 2C4 
(604) 635-9275 
THE BODY SHOP 
Norm's Auto Refinishing Ltd. 
Collision repair and paint centre 
4630 KEITH AVE. 
635-3929 FAX: 635-3081 
SALON ~ ~CS.~ 
'e Parma We ;pedallzo In • Fackde 
• Colour straight ~ ehevos • Manicwee 
• ~eetlve Cute end teper¢ • Pedlcuree 
• New Look CoMultetlons • Waxing 
• Braids • Up.do'8 • Nags 
635-5727 or 635.4555 
I.Jkel=e Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
c.~al:~al~'~ mteral ~;ert&e~ 
4626 Davis Avenue 
Terrace, B.C, V8G 1X7 
Phone (604) 635-2444 
Jeanette Schulmeister 
James B. Westerman 
Doug MacFarland 
Serving Northwestern B.C. 
LIFET 
iiiiii;iiiiiiiiiNEWilR~FS 
: i : i : : : : : : : : : : : .~ . : .~ .~ 
i~iiiiiiiii~i~!ii~iii~i!iiiiiiiiiiili 
..,-,,,.,, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,..,,.,,,..,....,.,,....,.,....,.,.,, 
"A True Northwest Company" 
EC #1051 638-0241 (24 Hrs.) 
Jon  Photo Graphics 
Weddings John Roders 
Portraits 
Family Sittings 
5 Minute Passposts 
Dry Mounting 
4609 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Terrace, B.C. VSG I P9 
Custom Framing 
Mat Cutting 
Posters 
Limited Editions 
Laminatin 
Bus. 635-5288 
Res. 635-$544 
't:'~ 
, ,  , .  
Trlcorp, the Tribal Re,sources Investment Corporation, recently concluded an agreement in 
Terrace with the federal government for $215,285 in funding to support aboriginal business 
andeconomic development services in the Northwest. The organization wil l  hire a 
development officer to work out of Prince Rupert in assisting some of the 23,000 native 
people in the region to set up and manage their own businesses. 
I I  I I 
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Jobless 
rate 
edges .up 
TERRACE - -  The rate of 
unemployment in the area 
that includes Terrace nudged 
up over the national average 
in the last month of 1991. 
The December 1991 Labour 
Market report for northwest 
B.C., prepared by the Terrace 
Canada Employment Centre, 
stated that the region 98/99 
(combined northwest ;and 
northeast B,C.) unemploy- 
ment statistical rate: climbed 
to 10.4 percent, up from 9.5 
percent for the previous 
month and just above the 
Canadian average of 10.2 
percent. The rate is also UP 
from 9.7 percent reported in 
Local building 
stats, stage 
year end rally' 
Most of last year the health of 
the local economy was in ques- 
tion froma construction point of 
view. The value of building 
permits issued was down from 
1990. Throughout the year, the 
1991 total eventually equalled 
and even surpassed 1989 per- I spring,, he predicted. 
f0rmance by  a healthy marg in ,  A good start wasn't the story 
/but  in the end it came close to early in 1991, however. Janu- 
:.%: 
i 
being a tie. 
This was good news for a city 
council concentrating on overall 
Z 
It PRINCE RUPERT 
• TERRACE 
! 
• FORT SIT JOHN 
• DAINSON CREEK 
• PRINCE GEORGE I 
I 
• OUESNEL I Alta 
I 
L 
• WILLIAMS LAKE \ % 
.~i,",, • KAMLOOPS 
RICHMOND.VANCOUVER' • SALMONARM ~ 
...... SURREY. • VERNON 
..... ';' MAPLE RIDGE. 
~/ !  COQUITLAM • KELOWNA I 
iii!'i;:'.~.• LANGLEY i 
~ii!~!:!~:;:: • CHILLIWACK • PENTICTON '• 
~;~ii;i;'iJ• BELL NGHAM "" "" .~• CRESTON i 
• MT VERNON 
Wa. 
l J •  SEATTLE 
t~i:]• N TACOMA 
• S.TACOMA 
economic development in the 
area. 
"We have recovered very nice- 
ly," Mayor Jack Talstra said 
when the building inspector's 
December 1990. 
Total benefits paid out 
through the Terrace office for 
the month were reported as 
"$3,834,043, up about 
$400,000 from December 
1990. The number of active 
claims is up 138, three per- 
cent, for the same period. 
1. LOW COST WAREHOUSE OPERATION ! 
2. NO COMMISSION SALES STAFF! 
3. NO MEMBERSHIP FEE! 
4. meet 4CTOSy p.Sc.4s.  
5. HUGE MANUFACTURERS, DISCOUNTS !
year end report came up on the 
agenda last week. And with the 
Canada Safeway expansion pro- 
ject • about to recommence and 
the construction ofa new correc- 
tion centre soon to go to tender, 
nit should be fairly good this 
If you don't know 
what's going on, 
things go on 
without you. 
read the 
Terrace Review 
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC: MON. - WED. & SAT. : 10 am - 6 pro. THURSDAY & FRIDAY: 10 am - 9 pm. Closed Sunday. 
Terrace: 4730 Keith Ave.. 635-41H 
7. LARGE SELECTION OF BRAND NAMES ! 
6. VOLUME DEALER. WAREHOUSE PRICES! 
Terraceview Lodge. Local offi- 
cials said it was the weather m 
not much happens here in Jan- 
nary. In January 1990, however, 
the value of construction was 
listed at $417,680. In 1989, 
• construction was valued -at 
$72,000. And in 1988 the total 
came to $21,000. 
By the end of February last 
year, the numbers were a little 
more encouraging. The recon- 
struction of the fire-damaged• 
Bavarian Inn helped raise the 
total at the end of the first two 
months of 1991 to $637,250, not 
bad compare d to $648,510 in 
1990 and $1.52 million in 1989. 
To the end of June 1991, 
though, the performance of the 
construction industry, as 
reflected in the value of building 
permits issued, was down. The 
1991 six-month total came to 
$6.1 million, down one'third 
from 1990, but up one third 
from 1989. 
By the end of the third quarter 
there were signs of improve- 
ment. Work on the $1.53 million 
Uplands Elementary addition 
was under way and construction 
of the new $529,000 Evangelical 
Free Church had begun. This 
raised the 1991 running total to 
$10.08 million compared to 
$12.48 million in 1990. The 
industry lagged behind the 1990 
performance by only 16 percent 
and was a full 15 percent ahead 
of the 1989 third quarter total of 
$8.77 million. 
A little ground was lost in the 
fourth quarter, however, and by 
the end of the year the estimated 
value of construction in 1991 
totalled $11.04 million, Just 
slightly behind the 1989 total of 
$11.5 million. And compared to 
1990, which added up to $14.6 
million, we were down 28 per- 
cent. 
ary's report offered only• $23 
collected in licensing fees for 
$1,700 worth of renovations at 
_ _ ,~ . . .  . . . .  . ,  ~ . . , . .  ' _ -  : .  
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Educati'on, caovassing and golf 
part of Heart andStrokeMonth 
February has been recognized people are Esther Postak and care unit at Mills Memorial 
as Heart and Stroke Month with Sharon Beard. The commercial 
a proclamation signed last week campaign is headed by Edith 
by Terrace mayor Jack Talstra. Amhorn. Volunteers are still 
At the same gathering, the Heart 
and Stroke Foundation flag was 
raised in front of Terrace City 
Hall by fire chief Bob Beckett, 
Talstra and Terrace Heart and 
Stroke Foundation president 
Doug Patterson. 
During the month volunteers 
• will be  canvassing residences 
and ibusinesses throughout he 
community. Residential chair- 
required in New Rome and 
Woodland Heights. Anyone 
interested In being a canvasser 
can call Doug at 635-7274. 
Planned for Feb. 14, 15 and 16 
in the Skeena Mall is an Educa- 
tional Display. Volunteers from 
the Heart and Stroke Foundation 
and nurses from the Skeena 
Health Unit and the intensive 
Hospital will be offering to take 
blood pressure and give advise 
on healthy heart diets for 
• passers'by. Helium balloons will 
be available for the children. 
In 1991, more that $7 million 
was raised throughout B.C, for 
the Heart and Stroke Foundation. 
Half the money goes towards 
heart research and the other half 
goes into education on heart and 
stroke issues, organizers are 
hoping for a 10 percent increase 
in donations this year. 
In Terrace last year, $30,000 
was raised through the residen- 
tial and commercial Heart and 
Stroke canvassing, Dance for 
Heart, Jump for Heart, and the 
Heart and Stroke Foundation 
Golf Tournament. President 
Doug Patterson says, •"If•we do 
the same as last year, we'll be 
thrilled!" 
/:i i! 
. i  
ii ~ :i 
J 
1 
February has been proclaimed Heart and Stroke Month in 
Terrace with a stroke of the pen last week by mayor Jack 
Talstra. Doug Patterson is president of the local branch and 
in charge of activities. 
Rob Finlayson, chairman of the Kinsmen Mothers' March 
accepts a $30 cheque from Norm and Annie Holmes of Totem 
Service. On Jan. 11 the PetroCanada station hosted the 
annual Kinsmen Gas-a-then, at which five cents for every litre 
of gasoline sold between noon and 5 p.m. was donated to the 
Kinsmen Rehabilitation Foundation. 
Mothers' March goes on 
with  two days left:to'go in the 
knnual campaign, the Kinsmen 
Mothers' March door-to-door 
canvassing is still in full swing 
in Terrace. Last year Terrace 
Kinsmen and Kinettes and vol- 
unteers raised over $14,000 for 
people with physical disabilities. 
The money goes towards reha- 
bilitation assistance, equipment 
loan, technical services and 
public education. To date this 
year, they have spent $28,000 
assisting local clients. 
Last' year in the'prdviace of ~ 
B.C., the Kinsmen Rehabilitation 
Foundation assisted more than 
6,000 people with over $152,000 
in travel assistance. 
The Kinsmen and Kinette clubs 
of Terrace are asking for the 
community's support so they can 
keep providing these services for 
people with physical disabilities. 
Donations not given to  
canvassers can be mailed to the 
Kinsmen Club of Terrace, Box 
516, Terrace V8G 4A5. 
i ~ TERRACE S.A.R, WAIER RESCUE ! 
Extend our appreciation to the I 
I ~,~'o~1_. . )  following for their assistance during our recent I 
[   i ,iii ,i iii'n' rea''°n i 
• The Inn of the West 
• J&F Distributors 
• Terrace Aquatic Centre 
• Chief Beckett and the 
Terrace Fire Department 
• Municipality of Terrace 
1' 
• JeAnne and Terrace 
T.E.C. Ctr. 
• Rod Salem and RE.P. - 
B.C. 
• Gord Sweeting & B.C. 
S.A.R. 
,b" 
f-IIq,l I I i , PU  I w i v , . v  . . . . . . . .  # 
• To make an appointment for a personal interview, call 
the Government Agents' Office at 638-3200 
• ~The interviews will be held at the B.C. Access Centre, 
i01 - 3220 Eby Street, Terrace. 
, For advise without an interview, contact Workers' 
Adviser office in Richmond toll-free at 1-800-663-4261. 
• "= - .  " " ' r  
. . . . . . .  , -  ~!.:.. ~= - 
. ;i .i~-~;,:.=,~filS!i'~ of Labour und Consumer Services. 
February f actoids 
Syndicated by Tom Taggart, Inc. 
I events in history 
Feb. 1: 
Feb. 2: 
Feb. 4: 
Feb. 5: 
Feb. 6: 
Feb. 7: 
Feb. 8: 
Feb. 9: 
Feb. 10: 
Feb. 12: 
Feb. 13: 
Feb. 14: 
Feb. 15: 
Feb. 17: 
Feb. 18: 
Feb. 19: 
Feb. 20: 
Feb. 21: 
Feb. 22: 
Feb. 24: 
Feb. 25: 
Death of U.S. Gen. Joseph T. McNamey, Deputy Chief of Staff (1972). 
Cease fire between FMLN AND U.S. puppet government in El Salvador (1992). 
GROUNDHOG DAY/USA (weather forecasting by divination). 
CHINESE NEW YEAR (Year of the Monkey). , 
USA: New Harmony Community of Equality founded in Indiana (1826). ,:.~,~. ~.~ 
D~ffoit Tiger ptt~hmg star Jack M0iTis jiJmps to the Mimiesota Twins (1991). 
Mother of Ronald Reagan has a bad day (1911), passes it on. 
Seattle: General strike shuts down the city (1919). 
Birth of Thomas More (1478), author of "Utopia", and Charles Dickens (1832). 
Daybreak in Grenada: the New Jewel Movement begins 4-1/2 year eign (1979). 
Haitian fascist Duvalier flees to France via USAF charter jet (1986). 
General strike shuts down Butte, Montana (1919). 
James Dean finds a cause for rebellion (1931). 
The Beatles appear on America's Ed Sullivan Show to wild applause (1964). 
Asterisk: Famed midget Tom Thumb (2' 11") marries Lavina Warren (2'8") (1862). 
USA: The Home Colony founded in Washington (1896). 
Gander: Canadian radar tracks UFO at 1800 mph over Atlantic Oc.ean. 
Birth of T. Kosciusko (1746), C. Darwin and A. Lincoln (1809) and G. Meredith (1828). 
First automobile fatality: Henry Lindfield crashes his electric Imperial (1898). 
Boston: Feminist mob takes over radio station WBCN (1970). 
USA: Posse Commitatus 6,United State Marshalls 0 (1983). 
Calgary: Olympiad XXIV opens (1988), without approval of the SnowGod. 
RILING! Alexander Graham Bell patents his telephone (1876). 
SAINT VALENTINE'S DAY. 
Birth of Galileo Galilei (1564), astronomer ofthe Copernican persuasion. 
Copernican gnostic advocate Giordano Bruno burnt at stake for heresy(1600). 
Death (1909) of the domesticated Chiricahua Apache, Geronimo. 
Canada: NWMP slay Albert Johnson aka the 'Mad Trapper of Rat River' (1932). 
(((EVENT OF THE MONTH))) World Tqacher Krishnamurti assimilates tothe Light (1986). 
Birth of Andre Breton (1896) and Jack Palance (1919). 
FULL MOON, 1992. 
Poland: The astronomer Nicholas (Nikky) Copernicus tarts looking around (1473). 
USA: Onieda Community founded in New York State (1834). 
Soviet forces repel invasion by Brits, Yanks, Japs and lesser capitalists (1919). 
Wales: The first steam locomotive hits the rails (I 804). 
'*Klondike Kate" Rockwell passes on (1957); Larry Chin rubbed out by CIA (1986). 
Vancouver: Henry Kissinger arrives to rude welcome (1984). 
Iraq: U.S. military uses napalm in the womb of civilization [! 99 I). 
Birth of George Washington, first Masonic President of the United States (1732). 
Death of Elizabeth Choate Taggart, American pioneer (! 860). 
Canadian patriot Tommy Douglas passes on (1986), R.I.P. 
College kids torch Bank of America near Santa Barbara. California (1970). 
Filipino fascist Marcos flees to Hawaii via USAF charter jet (1986). 
Blows Against he Empire: Iraqi Scud missile incinerates 28 Yank invaders (1991). 
Feb. 27: Russia: Tsar Nicholas !1 abdicates (19 ! 7). 
Australia: Cosmos 1714 returns from space with a major attitude (1986). 
Feb. 28: Asterisk: American politician Gary Hart (pence) wins New Hampshire primary (1984), 
Assassination fOlaf Palme, age 39, Swedish socialist leader (1986). R.I.P. 
Feb. 29: Canadian Prime Minister Pierre Eliot Trudeau leaps out of politics (1984). 
LEAP YEAR, 1992. 
, c , ,  , , .  
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Northwest Development 
Education Association? 
by Betty Barton In co-sponsorship with the 
. . . . . . .  Terrace District Teachers' Asso- 
The Northwest Development clarion, NWDEA brought here 
Education Association is a non- an African a ¢appel~ choral 
profltinternational development group and the play Trial of 
education organization. The Kicking Bear. In co-operation 
purpose of the organization isto with the Terrace & District 
fost©r a global awareness by Multicultural Association, TDTA 
learning about and linking with and NWDEA, Tib©tan lama 
the international world. Tsenjun Rimpoche spoke at 
Northwest Development shares Skeena Secondary School and at 
information about development a luncheon provided by the 
issues concerning all peoples of Multicultural Association. 
the world; issues such as ec0n- NWDEA also supports over- 
omtc and social distortions, seas projects by selling products 
environmental degradation, and crafts from subsistence 
population pressures and declin- farmers and artisans of develop- 
ing resources, ing countries. These products 
A number of guest speakers generally come from people who 
sponsored by NWDEA have are inexperienced in exporting 
spoken to school students and and who would otherwise not 
thegeneral public in Terrace on have access to such a market. International Development Week is being recognized in Terrace next week. Northwest 
issues of global import. In the The most recent display and sale Development Education's Liz Ball and Kathy McDonald spoke with the Terra¢e Review about 
past two years, speakers have of products from Third World the organization's purposes and plans. See this week's Coming Events for more details. 
included' Walt Taylor, who countries was at the Terrace Art 
observed the Nicaraguan election Association's Christmas Arts T e  w e  t o  w o  k 
process; Kathy McDonald on and Crafts Show in the art ga l -  r race man r 
Papua New Guinea; Ray Walker, lery. 
Scott Corp and Nancy Bose on TheNorthwest connection fo r  change i F I  Nicaragua southeast Asia; Randy Garrison currently includes members in 
from the South Pacific People's Smithers, Hazelton, Kitimat and 
FoundatiOn of the plight of Irian Terrace. NWDEA is funded 
Jayans (people of the Irian Jaya primarily by CIDA (Canadian by Betty Barton The awards will be presented 
province of Indonesia); Forest International Development at an official awards ceremony 
Richard and Keith Geier on their Agency). They also receive A Terrace woman is leaving in Ottawa, sponsored by CIDA 
experiences, with Canada World Support, ..... from:, . . . .  other, individuals, • the community with her family (Canadian . . . . . . . . .  !ntemationalDevelop- 
Youth in Indonesia nd Costa and orgamzations locally, prey- to live in Nicaragua for several merit Agency). Frances is being 
Rica; and Shannon Mark on an incially and nationally, years, recognized for outstanding dave- 
anthropological tour of China. If you're interested in joining, At the inauguration of I.nterna- tion to international development 
CUSO (Canadian University membership fees are nominal, tional Development Week, education over the past 12 years, 
Service Overseas) raps Dilly Call Jim Bathgate at 635-7094, Frances Birdsell will be one of both through er role in North- 
Nanji and Shirley McCarthy Kathy McDonald at 638-1056 or the first 10 recipients of the west Development Education and 
spoke at Northwest Community Nancy_ Ross at 638-8393 or write 1992 Development Education through private efforts outside 
College, explaining their, pro- NWDEA, Box 207, Terrace VgG Awards.: She is also the only that organization. She was sup- 
grams and recruiting volunteers. 4A6. B.C. recipient, ported by CUSO, Oxfam and 
Co development in her applica 
IN 3 DAYS ¥OU11 AIR TICI  tion for the award Then through a National Selection 
committee of a national network MAY COST YOU MOBE[ ofpeersinintemationaldevelop- merit, she was selected to 
' receive one of" the awards, a SE T ENDS 31 journey to Nicaragua with all France. Bird.eli: A critical 
expenses paid by CIDA up to moment for change. 
$5,000. 
T I~-RRJ~CE TO:  .. Currently, Frances works as a next few years present a critical 
consultant mediating an trite- moment for change. This is an 
' grated resource management opportunity for women's and 
VAN  . $200 ...$374 plan for the forest area around indigenous peoples' organlz- 
Terrace. She is also actively ations to make representations 
O~ ~"~.$28'  ~ involved wlth the Gitksan Wet'.  for policies and practices needed 
~e i surer'an and the Terrace to re-build broad consensus on 
~[~~ ~i-,'--~;S~ i ~$'~ ' Women & Development group, economic, social and cultural 
,!co which she helped to found in issues. 
/ .................... / -  .......... : .................... , l ' i ' - - '  O.k.n wot'.wo,'. 
l t , " . . . . . . . .  \ -  As soon as school is out in people in northwestern B.C. are 
3 i r¢ ,ctiot 1 / June, Frances, her two daughters particularly interestedinmaking ! ... ~_~ ~ and their dog will be packing links with the Miskito people of 
" ' the Atlantic coast of Nicaragua. 
i J d their bags and driving to Nica. Frances hopes to work with non- 
i d~{2n ~ ~ c pttr~ho~s:  . L.Ap~fl. ragua for a period of three to governmental organizations in 
/ ~ five years. Frances ays, "It's a Nicaragua to facilitate the links 
i ~ \. ,, ql,~l, J door opening and I'm steppin 8 the Oitksan would like to estab- 
"~ ii /~__~~, , ,~, ,   ~ ~  through it. It's something I've lish. 
', ! wanted to do for years." In The Terrace Women & Devel. 
i~ ~i // / ~ \ Nicaragua, she proposes to study opment group has long felt a ,~,, ~ / \ ~_ .~.  I ~D'~ ~ " D ' ~  thecurrentsituationandoppor, keendesltctoleammoreabout. 
j tunities for change for women the reality of women's lives in 
J l  I l kdr l  iF I I  w ' MDIPA~I  and indigenous peoples in Nica- other parts of the world, hilt 
..... ' 6 15 22::1 rag . .  , she is away, Frances wil l  wtite • ~" | Frances feels that with UNO in articles for the feminist and 
461  1 LAKELSE AVENUE I am power, and a re-assessment by community-based newspapers 
• the  rSandinistas of their and magazines in B.C. and for 
accountability o their roots, the the United Church Observer. 
:i 
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CHURCH DIRECTORY 
---I I 
Thornhil l  Communi ty  Church  ~:~"~°~""~'~'''~: .......................................................................................................................... 
Sunday School: Pastor: r January 23 Jan & Elizabeth Swan, Terrace $50 [ 
9:45 a.m. Ron Rocker January 24 Torn Mesich, Smithers $50 • • 
Church Service: 635-2761 $ 
11:00 a.m. Office- 635-5058 January 25 Clifford C. Gravelle, Terrace 50 
services at Thornhill Community Centre i~i $50 [ 
~i January 26 Linda Lewis. Kitimat 
Sacred Heart Catholic Church January 27 Dianne Bell, Terrace $50 
Mass Times: Pastor: ~i  
• Saturday: 7:30 p.m. Fr. Allan F.Noonan ~ January 28 Joane & Gord Cotew, Cal.qary $50 
Sundays: 9:00 a.m. O.M.I. 11:30 a.m. ~ January 29 Sylvia M. Wiffen, South Hazelton $50 
4830 Straume Avenue 635-2313 
! St, Matthew's Anglican Church 
Holy Eucharist: . Priest in Charge: : 
10:00 a.m. Rev. Peter Zimmer i 
Sunday School: [ 
10:00 a.m.. = 
4506 Lakelse Avenue 635-9019 ; 
f 
[ Christ Lutheran Church - '~  
[ Morning Worship - 11.30 a.m. 
I : Sunday School : 10:15 a.m. 
I Pastor: Donald P. Bolstad I 
: Terrace Seventh Day Adventist Church [ 
• Sabbath School: ' Pastor: == 
• Saturday: 9:30 a.m. Ole Unruh - 635-7313 | 
Divine sarvice: Prayer Meeting: | 
Saturday: 11:00 a.m. Wed. 7:00 p.m | 
lll  van m 
I I I I  Sunday School: Pastor: • § 
I l l  ] (for all ages) 9:45 a.m. W.E. Glasspell | 
III/~ Sunday services: Prayer Meeting: 
III I 11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m. Wed. 7:00 p.m. B 
III I su.day S rv,=,.10:00 am 6:30 p | 
I I I / Pastor: 
III1~ Mike Rosenau [ [  
I I I I  • 638-1270 l [  
Ilii Terrace Pentecostal Assemb!y 
I I  I Sunday School: ?:30 a .m.  Pastor. | 
II I Morning service. 10:30 a.m. John Caplin 
• nin Service: 6-30 m. Associate Pastor: Ilil  v°o P" Cliff Siebert I "  
I roo, | 
The Alliance Church 
Morning Service: 9:15 &l 1:00 a.m. 
Family Bible School: 6:00 p.m. 
Weekly: Bible studies & Children/Youth Activities 
Pastors: Jake Thiessen & Doug Ginn 
923 Agar Ave. 635-7725 or 635-7727 
Christian Reformed Church 
Sunday Services: Pastor: 
10:00a,m. & 6:30 p.m. Peter Sluys-635-2621 
Coffee Break, Ladles Bible Study 
September - May, 9:30 a.m, to 11:00 a.m.. 
635-7207 3602 Sparks 
The Royal Purple Lodge #216, Terrace, holds 
meetings the second and fourth Mondays of every 
month. For information and membership, please phone 
635-8643 or 635-2415. 
Skeena Valley Model Train Club meets every Monday 
at 7:30 p.m. at 5010 Agar Ave. in Terrace. Everyone 
welcome. 
Volunteers are needed for Child Health Clinics 
(immunization •clinics) •every Tuesday from 9:30 a.m. to 
1.2 noon and from 1:30 to 4 p.m., and the first and third 
Thursday of each month from 1:30 to 4 p.m. Duties in- 
clude weighing and measuring children. No lifting 
necessary. For more information, call Debra at 638- 
3310. 
The All-Seasons Steelers.ladies' soccer team meets 
every Monday and Thursday at7 p.m. at Caledonia 
Senior Secondary School. Anyone interested in joining 
is more than welcome to attend. 
The Happy Gang Centre for Seniors offers the 
following activities: Tuesdays: 10 a.m., sewing and 
quilting; 7:30 p.m., cribbage and bridge. Wednesdays: 1 
p.m., carpet bowling; Fridays: 2 p.m., bingo. First 
Saturday of every month: 8 to 11 a.m., pancake 
breakfast. Monday through Friday every week: 11:45 
a.m. to1 p.m., lunch. Second Thursday of every month: 
2 p.m., general meeting of the B.C.O.A.P.O., Branch 73. 
For further information, contact he Happy Gang Centre, 
3226 Kalum St., at 635-9090. 
The Terrace Single Parents' Association welcomes 
all interested to attend their monthly meetings on the 
second Wednesday of each month at 7:30 p.m. at 4542 
Park Ave. Learning to raise the kids alone; learning to 
live without the kids in the house; widowed or divorced; 
we are all building new lives. Sometimes it helps to talk 
about it. Phone Debbie at 635-4383 after 4 p:m. or 
Richard at 635-7762 for more information or to arrange 
transportation. 
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA) - -  An open self- 
help group meets each Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. at Knox 
United Church, 4907 Lazelle Ave., Terrace. For more 
information, phone Paul at 635-3045. 
,Alcohol and Drug Education Video Night at Mills 
Memorial Hospital in the psychiatric unit every Thursday 
at 7:30 p.m. 
Adult Female Survivors of Sexual Assault Support 
Group meets every Wednesday from 7 to 9 p.m. Phone 
635-4042 for further information. 
Battered Women's Support Group meets every 
Tuesday from 7 to 9 p.m. Phone 635-7447 or 635-4042 
for further information. 
Special Olympics is looking for score keepers for their 
regular Saturday afternoon bowling program. If you can 
give us one hour of your time (1:30 to 2:30 p.m.), we'll 
teach you how to keep score. Come out and meet a 
great group of people and get involved in the game. For 
more information, please call Joan Cox at 635-5633 or 
Wendy Killoran at 635-3110. 
Terrace Co-dependents Anonymous meet on 
Mondays from 8 to 9 p.m. at the Skeena Health Unit. 
Newcomers welcomel Group contacts are Maw at 635- 
5518 and Valerie at 638-3325. 
HOWDOYOUDOIT HOTLINE ~ Your travel InfoCentre 
counsellor is just a telephone call away. When you need 
some answers on planning your holiday trip or what to 
do with visitors, call the HOWDOYOUDOIT HOTLINE 
for some HOWTODOIT HELP - -  635-2063. 
DAIKO-ZENJI Buddhist Temple, Soto Zan meditation, 
Tuesdays from 7 to 9 p.m. Phone 638-8396 or 638-~878 
for further information. 
The Terrace Breastfeeding Support Group holds their 
meetings in the hospital education room on the first 
Tuesday of every month. Please feel free to bring• 
questions regarding child care, the family bed, night- 
time parenting.., we are more than just breastfeeding. 
Morns with babies and expectant morns are welcome to 
our group. For further information, .call Terry Walker at 
635-3287 or Marybeth Esau at 635-4134. 
Interested in beadwork? Ladies' Auxiliary gathering 
downstairs at the Kermode Friendship Centre on 
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 1 to 3 p.m. Class size is 
limited to 10 people. Interested persons come in and 
pre.resister. There is no cost, so come out and join in. 
Feel free to bring a friend with you. We also have free 
coffee and donuts. For more information, please call us 
at 635-4906 or635-4907. 
Agoraphobia and Panic Disorder Support Group - -  
Do you experience high anxiety? Or avoid crowded 
places? We meet every second and fourth Sunday of 
the month at the Terrace Women's Resource Centre at 
7 p.m. For men and women who share this problem. For 
more information, call 638-3325. 
Overeaters Anonymous Support Group meets every 
Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. at the Terrace Women's 
Resource Centre, 4542 Park Ave. Phone 635-4084 or 
638-0664 for further information. All newcomers are 
welcome. 
The Sksena Valley Car Club will meet at the Terrace 
Kin Hut on the corner of North Sparks and Haliwell on 
January 23th at 7:30 p.m. Contact Doug at 635-4809 for 
further information. 
Are you an artist or a member of an art group? The 
Terrace Art Association is trying to create a resource list 
of area artists and groups. This list will be kept at the 
gallery for interested persons to use. For instance, those 
who are new in town wishing to meet others working in 
the same medium, and collectors who are interested in 
specific types of arts. If you would like to have your 
name or that r of your group listed, please phone 
635-9129 or 638-1594 and leave a message. 
Do you want to support your community? Here's 
your chancel Big Brothers and Big Sisters Affiliated is 
recruiting new members, Regular meetings are the third 
Monday of crew. month at 7:30 P.M. at 4650C Lakelse 
Avenue. For more information, phone 
635-4232. 
Losses, either through separation, divorce or death 
can be a time when you may need additional support. If 
you wish to be in a supportive group, please join us the 
first and third Wednesdays of each month from 1:15 to 3 
p.m. in the .conference room at the Mental Health 
Centre. Call 638-3325 for more information. 
A place to go when pregnant and needing support, 
Birthright offers confidential and non-judgemental help 
to any wean distressed by an unplanned pregnancy. 
Come in for a free pregnancy test, baby or maternity 
clothes, or just a friendly and sympathetic listener. 
Office #201 - 4721 Lazelle Ave.0n the Tillicum building) 
Open 11 am to 1 pm, Tues. thru Fd. 24-hour Helpline 
635-3907. 
The 1st Friday of every month is steak night at The 
Royal Canadian Legion, Branch 13. All other Fridays 
are Burger Night. All members and guests welcomel. 
Terrace Pipes and Drums practices Mondays at 7:30 
p.m. at the Kin Hut behind Heritage Park. Come join us, 
learn, or just listen. For information, call Barry at 635- 
5905 or Audrey at 635-3726. 
Ostomy Support Group for any persons having an 
ostomy or needing one in the future. A chance to share 
problems, concerns, information and receive 
supportfrom others in the same situatiOn. Call 635-5905 
in Terrace or 632-5951 in Kitimat. 
Actor Ray Mordln experiences a moment of confusion in his 
role as Reg in Norman Conquests' Living Together, one of his 
recently designed' plays abandoned on the table. The play 
opens at. the McColl Playhouse Feb. 6. 
. • . , 
• il ~. 
characters for Conquests 
In preparation for their mica in 
the upcoming Terrace •Little 
Theatre play, Norman Conquests l 
Living Together,. the cast mem- 
bers of the play'recently watci~ed 
with intense interest the video- 
roped BBC production of Alan 
Ayckboum's trilogy. After ana- • 
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the videos with friends and 
family, some of whom "fell in 
love with iL" 
One family member" said in 
passing, tea  member of the 
Terra~ Little Theatre, ".We're a 
real fan clubl" The Little The- 
atre member took the statement 
tyzlng the c~racters and .their literally and 'the Norman Con, 
interactions in all three plays,./quests Club was formed, at least 
,he actors.were able, with the in the creative minds of the 
here comprehensive hisi0r ~ oiY Terrace ~ttle Theatre members. 
:ach gained from ; seeing all Shesays, "What's so intriguing 
you see all three (in sequence), 
you don't see how cleverly and 
intricately it's constructed. Ws 
very British a~nd • very cntcdain- 
ing." Each of the tlfi~e Norman 
'Conquests plays stand Well on 
their own and are entertaining as 
individual entitles. 
The Terrace, Little. Theatre 
presents the Norman Conquesls 
Living Together Feb. 6, 7, 8, 13, 
14, and.15 at the. McColl Play, 
house.. Tickets are available at hrec plays in sequence, -to' round 
mt their characters. Th~Irchar- 
eters will continue to. evolve 
:ven as the play is being per; 
ormed. 
Betty "Olson at the. Terrace 
~ubllc Library had taped the 
#orman Conquests. trilogy off 
,ublic television years agowhen 
he first saw It. "I loved the 
plays," she says with enthusi- 
asm, "Certainly, I'll. go to the 
Terrace Little Theatre's produc= 
tion." Edna Cooper was the next 
convert, and both women shared !
is that the plot is 
between the rooms. 
going• on Jeans North (in the Skeena" Mall) 
But until and at.the Bank of Montreal. 
TERRACE LITTLE 
ALAN AYCKI URN'S 
Hr] ( OMEDY 
THE NORMAN CONQUES[S 
. , . , ,  
I '  
/ 
LIVING TOGETHER w,H 
MARIANNE BRORUP WESTON 
~SON ~ .  KARLA 
HENNING • RAY MORDAN 
JOHN McGOWAN ~0 ALAN 
, WESTON As NORMAN 
: ""°"=|~ GORDON OATES 
"''"t~ BRIAN SLATER 
FEBRUARY 6 ,7 ,8& 
13,14,15.8PM.McCOLL 
PLAYHOUSE ;;" ~?'"" =';"~ RE : ' : ' ~ L : ' 
gENERAL ALL " ' ~'  . ' ,  - . ,  ' , :" ' ' " 
ADI I I I I I I ION ~10 P E R F 0 R MA N¢ E I . Th!s com nlun~ Jheatr~L poster has ~en created in full 
. .~ / I~AKI~ K I f ' IDTMI I  l E E N A . / : ' ,!COlour Using Ih6 ~non~, Lasercopier'-. 
"'1~_":..'?. !~Y'~'_un ~H., "A' L . . "  COLOUR PHOTOCOPIES IN MERE 
& ANK OF MONTREAL ~ ,~ ~ 8EGONDSl sp,~,e~ni~ T,,~. 
-o  
, "  t 
iy' Pol s Ca e ;~  • . • 
~Chmese & Western Cmsine 
' "~ '~ Mon..,-Thu;s. 10:30 l l .m. -  mldnlgh! 
Fd; & Sat. 10:30 Lm.  - -  I a.m. 
• ~mday 12.'00 l .nl ,  - -  10 p.m, 
. 4913 Keith'Avenue, . 
638-1848 0,638-8034 
G ' • IM S 
RESTAURANT 
~ Chinese &Canadian Food "~ 
~.)i'~'. OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK ~.~ 
~i!~. Man - Wed 11:30 a .m.  - -  I0:90 p.m. 
rn  . ~at 11:30 a.m. - -  I ;00 a.m. 
Sunday 12:00 a,m. 10:00 p.m. 
4643 Park A venue " . 635"611/  
Specializing in Chinese 
Cuisine and Canadian 
Dishes 
Terrace, B.C. Ph. 635-6184 
$ 
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/ - arrive:in'Los:Angeles ~h i !  ~ [ f ~  ":: • ] 
:, is st01en by ashady entrepreneur I R , t J~~uz  ~ I 
': ( I~) . .H .e tcamsupwi than  I " - " - "T '~ ' :T - f '~=-  [ 
• vehicle, but everything keeps , 
• Another YOU from the start, time: 88 minutes, going wrong. Things get even " "~ :- : 
" " "" ;[ .. ''l ~St[  ~ RichardPryor, Gene George tries hard to go , , " " ' " worse when he falls in love .  ~ ~ l  " " [ : [ 
' Wilder. Produced by Ziggy Stein- straight, but his proves omewhat Gunther Schmidt (Gottschalk) • ,This movie does iiave its ~p-ww~- ,~. . .  , 
• : ~g~Directed byMaurice difficult when he k .~ bumping 'is an ~cenldc inventor from a lit- moments. . 
..:.-...::.PMl!.~os:Ratme:e.Runnmggn~: into people wholhink he's semen, tle toWninsi~East Germany..-, " " ' : "  ; " 
98minutes. one called Ahe.Then he runsintO Nowthatthewallhas:comecrash-IFASV . , i  i " " . .  ] : 
.- - ' a beautiful and wealthy young ing down, the townsfolkmnst, ' FOREST.  l ' " " 
~ . .  " ' . . . . .  - - -  FACTS. . . .  ~ , 
.. George (Wilder),a mad-man- woman'who thinks he's her hug. coughUp$15 million to the gov-: sponsored by ~I t  . 
. ~ neredVolvodealef.isapathologi- ban~ While George teeters emment "m order to buy the!r ,land. 
cal,liar. Wl~n George tells little bctwecnproclaiminghisidenfity Which proves to.be something ofa Cai - lad ia r )  IWo l l le l l  
, i. ,. i~  lhey~ve a way ofworking and telling more wboppers, Eddie' problem for thesepeople since in , tuber  
.diemselvesupintogiantwhop- is busy absconding with the silver, they can't even raise spare change . . Terrace Branch l~ i ideml~,kWd --~ 
i :~ ;andhe~onawh01enew Pmtty soon the bumbling duo am for a cup of coff~, much less $15 FACT:.in.1987, slash-burning • " " " :"- 
-~ . .~xml i ty . . ' ss l~nt  involvod up to their . ks  in com- million. But Gunthe~r hns an idea. releasedaboot1Omllllon . ~ ~ % 0 ~  
.: . , montlu inside a sanitarium to plicationsinvolvingamissingmil- " He'sinventodacarthatnms tonneS of carbon dioxide in- 
:: etfecta cute, and now he's finally lionaire, his beautiful wife, and a on ~,egetables, produces no poilu- to  our atmosphere. That 
::Same,Year; the. burning of .. , ~ to face the world again, dangerous estate xecutive, don, and travels at 200 miles per fossil fuels released 32 i .. - " ', .. 81NCE 1930 
..... EAdie(l~ryor) is apcttyddcf ,Thismoviestanso~a]i l t le hout. It also haPl~ns to i~ just -. million tonnes. " if  prescrib- ~ -v : 
wh0 must pat in some commtmity slow but picks up speed, ab0ut he ugliest hing thatever ed burning were not carried I t ' s  t ime to t:all 3reef.:: 
service time.., or else. Since he fiat ran on fern' wh~is. Gunther out following logging, We]¢om~ Wagon hokum.: 
" - . . . . . . .  " " similar amounts of carbon - 
out mfuses to do anyddng involv- Driving MO Crazy decidestO take his wonderful new dioxide would probably be KAREN:63&0707 :: 
" ing ~Imd work. he finally agrees Starring Tkomas Gottschalko invention to theUnited States and released from the decom- Assistants: 
,to.help reintegrate George back BiilyDee Williams, Dom De.Luiae, scHit for the millions needed to position of the slash and lit- E[eta Moye, Gillian Wilde 
ter over a longer period, of. ' .. ~soc ie ty .  He figures this will Produced by Brad Krevoy and " save the town. - . . . .  &NatalleWiqns " 
- time." (source:• Forestry • . .  bel a really.cushy job, except. " Steve Stabler. Directed by Jon But life in the land of the free Canada) - ' _ _ _ _ I 
• : :~SS begin to go haywire right, Turteltaub. Rating: PG. Running and the brave,isn't all it's craci~l - , 
:: :::' :: Northwest Arts . . . . .  The Best % 
,' ::::: En  tertomment . . . . . . . . .  :::;, , . Stacks 
: ::' :: eve, country music-concert , , , -  ....... :,: ,:,,,.;: , - '  • Terrace-Public Llbrary, 
i i:!::/:/,Feb,8, 8p .m: .~- ,Sn ickersComedy Show , . " ...... -.,.~..::. . by. Harrlett -, 
:i: :iiTi).e. Terrace inn FJaagesund ~::" ;.. '~ ., 
:~::::/:!;Gigi's - until Feb'8; For Crying.Out Loud " ' ::~ ' 
: Northern  M0t0r  Inn, George'sPub - 
. . . . . .  , - - --- Infected by the Air by Janice Law 
"~ ,:.U~il the end'of JanUary : -  Harvest Moon , Adult fiction published by Walker and Company 
: ..i . .Feb.3 thru 15 ~ Long Gone ' : " .  ~ . . .  • . . . .  
• [i:': Th0rnhi l i  Nelghbourh00d Pub : . . . . . . . . . . .  ~".. " " After he~divo~e from h=phi]andering hnsband, Max 
! -.Sundays, 7. p.rn._ .-" Cnb tourneys :--..~:: 
,V.,c,,or:woo 0n0 on,o ,n o ,o 
Bertram, Alice and he~ two children settle on a farm in northeast- 
. " " : n0ar.  ful :.:: :: em Counccticnt with Alice's friend and business pm~,  ~ a .~ 
oy g len  ch"  -,. . . . .  se~ of nubian goats, and an assortment of organic vegetables and 
i R a lCanad lan :Le  Bran 13-  ffnits. Life isn't great, but it's ok~y. II.:i::.; ,Jsin.31 and..Feb. ,-=.Jimmy I i: Lark in  . . ' . .Then three bodies are discovered ata holiday Cabin " Max, his 
• Jan .7 .  steak Night. :and "Scary Okie' I1,: latest gir]f~i'end, and her son .  The police catling it I1:! ..Jan,7 and 8 - -mus ic  by Jack of C lubs  ::: '•:~i~:i~::~:*! young are a ram- " • '~  - : :  -: : !::":II !": .det:.-suicide, but Alice.isn't buying this. Max, an academic and  . 
:: ::::"::: .Ever~j"Every . MondayM0nday' _WednesdaY'Gnbbage 7and;3(11 Th,  ,r.~d~u ~ n~rt~ :: . . . .  .!'.. ~ :" !: -:::: ::: : II . .. writer,. had.simply been]ut  when she triest°°togun'ShYconvince toth havepollcec°mmitted sUChof  this, they awrite.. 
~.. as a t~ically neurotic ex-wife. So she sta~ digging around 
~E~J  socor ld  Thursday Brid~ ~wn. And comes up With a few nasty surprises. 
II, MoCOI I  Playhouse escovers that Ma~had bean working on abook involving 
il .Feb' 6,7,8,13,14,15 - -  Norman :~ulpolitical family just before hls death, andthat the- . 
:: directed by Ken Mor ton  dp.t is.missing, Another of Max's lovers tellsof hiking 
' - :. • . ~ .: ' . " with him in the Mashantucket State Forest, searching for evidence 
.i Inn  o f  . the  W@~t ,.: . . . . . .  .: ..... .of heavy metals contamination. But it isn't until there is a break.in 
~, ..Feb. 11 ,7  p.m. - -  Fashion Show by..Class ActConsignments; . " : . .  ': .... " ..atthe farm that Alice realizes tha~ not only was Max murdered, but 
door prizes; entertainment, refreshments .... ' . - . :  . . . . .  : .  that she, her Children, and her new boyfriend may be nexL 
Pflnce Rupert Performing Arts Theatre .: . , : .  : , .  ' 
. . . . .  " ~ :.:. -/.~.. Look ing  at the Moon by Kit Pearson " ::. .Feb. 1, 8 p.m. - -  Lo Ballet Jazz de Montreal, .-,/ : '-"' " ' '. - 
-" .,,- .sponsored by  the Performing: Arts Centre :Society ' ,. • :,° :.......:.. -. Juvenile fiction published by Viking 
,.;!, .::. .Feb.  5, 7:30.p.m. - -  audio visual presentation, by ..Dr. Walter Pemegati, • .: - . . '  - :. it, s the =umm=r of ]943, and ]3-year-o]d Norah, an. Eng,sh 
e • / ~1 i i ~:,:. :who was.directly involved with the restoration of.Michelangelo s :frescos in.~ :- ..:::/:war guest" living with her wealthy reindves in Toronto, can hml. 
.::, the Sistine Chapel; presented bythe Museumof  Northern B.C. - " .- @: ;.'ly,:Walt for August. She and he~ relatives will spend the entire 
Sp ' By ' "r" " month at the family's lavish c "°Uage in Musk°ks; Norah anticipetes 
Thi  C lu : : ed•  ---.: - a month of delicious freedom where she doesn't have .to do any- 
' . . . . .  S O IT~I~ OI~SO . thing but go swimming every day and have all sons of grand 
, . - ' adventures with her cousins. But Norah's leisurely Sununet takes 
• an odd turn fight from the start, 
Except for Sally, her teenage cousins all seem very grown up, 
especially Fie. All they want to discuss are their boyfriends who 
are over in Europe fighting the war. Norah doesn't want to be as 
childish as Sally or as grown-up as Flo, but there doesn't seem to 
be any place for her to fit in. She is stuck somewhere in the inid- 
die, in akind of no-man°s land. 
Then something truly remarkable happens-- a distant cousin 
• arrives. Andrew is 19, intelligent, and very handsome. And Norah 
is quite certain that she is falling hopelessly in love. But even love 
can't'chase the war away. 
This isthe second book in a trilogy that began with the award. 
:~ winning The Sky is Falling. 
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. Terrace{ B;C. I.V 8G ' ]~?  | " , SOLE CHARGE OccuPATIONALTHERAPiST' . ,.i : 
 .ehoa, S. UO : .... I , A full time locum Occupational.Thefrapist iS requiredtoprovide " " " ' ' 
~ i e d d i l P i ' Y  i servioe for residents of this76 bed Multi-ievel Long Term Care - An accountant is required 
'V~rd,,~Yexceptelihertor~h-'+:l:~. l .  Facility. " ' " " ' " '  " ' • i :: " - " ' "  ' -- 
tablis.h~ b si..m-i¢¢e.nls. Whml [, The position involves management of the Activity.Department tO . . . .  " , i  '^" -  , , v .=  
phoning in: ~ds, please ,have your i '  plan, implement and evaluate.a comprehensive program of activities 
Employ ment~ : 
card number and expiry date ready... [ 
I)EABLIN~. ]FOR ' I for both intermediate andextended care patients.: The therapist busy private sector office. 
assigns•and supervises a:staff of  3 activity, workers, and participates I CI;A~IIFIEDAI~ . . . .  
10 a.m. Tuesd!ly " as a team member in resideilt assessment and care planning. The successful candidate will be a self starter with 
DEADLINE FOR CLASSIIII1ED " 'This 15.month 10cam position .is avail .ab.le immediately, l l ith the 
DiSPlAY ADS possibility of- it becoming ap0rmanentpositmnin'April 1993, accounting training and at least f ive years, 
5 p.m. Monday . -  " OUAURCATIONS: .- experience including the supervision of  Accounts  
illATES: $4.50 for the first 20w0rds Graduation from an approved School of occupational,therapy; Payable, Accounts Receivable and Payroll. In 
per week, plus 20¢ for .each addi, " • . 
ti0nal word per week. AIICAPITAL ~ eligibility for membership in.Canadian Association Of Occupational addition this person must be able to prePare a 
or boldfali words are $1.00 extra : Therapist; experience in supervisory/leadership rol0sarldlor Long complete :set of financial statements together with 
per insertion. $2.00,exlra for box Term Care is an asset. Competitive salaryand I~inefitsi~ackage. " 
service (plus postage.if required). : • , allappropriate working papers and analysis. • • 
REVIEW SPF, CIAL. Getthe fourth :" : " ' ".::" ."" 7~:~ J~01y to: Doris' Miichell . . . . . . .  " : '  " " " " . . . .  
ad FREE. Four regular ¢lassifi~ Training and experience in;the use of personal: word ads for the priceof tl,'e¢. Say- Director of Residential Care 
ings of $4.50 or more. Prelmymem ' - Terraceview Lodge : : : :  : "  " :COmputers  will be adefinite asset. 
on ly .  '" • 4103 Sparks Street ~ " ' " : re  ~ " . . . .  ' " " " . . . .  ' . . . .  
CLASSIFIEBDlSPLAY, ADS Terrace, B.c. V8G5G9 . . . . .  The sa la ry  for this posit ion will be Set 
oneSS'75inch.Per column inch. Minimum of r Phone:  639-022a :, . . . .  . . . .  commensurate with the successfulcandidates 
P iC I 'URE CLASSIFIEDS . . . . . . . . . .  :training and experience. 
$1"0.00 Per w~k. Non-commercial 
use o.,y. Please reply in confidence to: • TENDERS AND LEGAL" " -- . . . . . . . .  
NOTICES- ':..!.:i, :,, ,,, .... F ILE#286 
$%00 per mlumn inch-per insertion. • 
Minimum one inch.- Terra¢ovlew Lodae- Terreml. B.C. THE TERRACE REVIEW 
Terms and Conditions: Advertise- - 
ments sl~oald be read oaths first PHYSIOTHERAPIST 4535 GREIG AVE., 
publication day, We are not respon- Terraceview Lodge, a 76 bed Multi-level Long Term Care Facility TERRACE,  B.C., V8G 1 M7 
sable for errors appearing beyond the requires a Physiothorapistfor 8 hou~ per week .  . . . .  
first insertion: Duties include assmssment of "R~ldonts, treatment of acute and .... : '  
Al|r~me,l: it is asr~'d by any chronic conditions, and program planning, cLOSING DATE: FEBRUARY 7. 199~ display or classified advertiser e- _ 
questing space that the liability of QUAURCATiONS: 
"the paper in the event hat errors oc- 
cur in the publishing of any' adver- Graduation from an approved school of physiotherapy;, eligibility EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY with 
tisement shall be limited to the for membership in Association of Physiotheral~y and Massage growing delive!y businesS. Must have 
amount paid by the advertiser for ~ Practitioners of British Columbia; expeder¢oin geriatrics an asset, dependable vehicle. Will train and 
the portion of the advertising space I Interested applicants wishing to apply, pleas'e contact: EXPERIENCED supply C.B. Ddver must be very cle- 
occupied by the incorrect item Only, J H#.IRDRESSERS WANTED pendable and any age over 19. Phone 
and .there ~11 beno:,liability in any ] Jon's Halrstyling requires 
event .beyond the amount paid for ] Doris Mitchell 638-8398. tfn¢ one full-time and and one 
• .. ' ' 'Director Of Residential Care part-time hairdresser.Should Reliable person needed to do 
• ' Terraceview Lodge be able to work with a mini- housecleaning once a week in the 
. . . . . . . .  4103 SParklt Street . .  mum amount of supervlsion.t Horseshoe area~ Hours negotiable. 
iTerrace.B.C. V8GSG9 , Call 635-7737. : Reference(s) desired. Call 635-2964 
Phone: 635-0223 , alter 4 p.m. or'on weekends. 
• ' ' • ' . . . . . .  1/29p 
SCHOOL DISTRICT No. 88 (Terrace) 
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE CLERK 
App l i ca t ions  are  inv i ted  fo r  a permanent ,  par t - t ime 
Accounts  Payable  Clerk in the Distr ict  Board  Off ice.  Some 
payroll duties will be required. 
We are seeking an energetic individual who has the 
following qualifications: 
"A, Completion of Grade 12 and some formal post 
seconda~ accounting training 
"~ Current' experience in a computerized accounts 
payable/payroll environment within a high volume 
organization 
~- Excellent keyboardiiig skills and a typing speed of at 
least 60 w.p.m. 
Neatness, accuracy and the ability to deal tactfully with 
others is essential. 
This is a union positlonl with. a sa lary range  of  $13.93 4o  
$15.83 per  hour.  
App l i ca t ions ,  complete  w i th  resume and le t te rs  o f  
re ference  should be rece ived  by Wednesday,  February  12th 
addressed  to: 
Assistant 
Secretary  T reasurer  
School District No. 88 
(Terrace) 
3211 Kenney Street 
Terrace B.C. 
V8G 3E9 
ExecutiveProducer 
Broadcast Operations 
Northern Native Broadcasting 
Northern Native Broadcasting is one of the people in B.C. and Canada. 
youngest Native communications groups in 
C~da.  During the coming years this 
Society will become one of the leaders in 
Native communications. 
We are looking for candidates for the 
position of Executive Producer with the 
B.C. Native Communications Society -
Northern Broadcasting based in Terrace, 
British Columbia. 
The position will be both challenging and 
rewarding for an individual dedicated to a 
broadcasting career. The executive 
producer will play a key role in the 
development of this young and dynamic 
organization. One of the key tasks of the 
position will be to help in the development 
of satellite radio programming for a 
culturally diverse audience. 
The successful candidate must have •
experience in all aspects of radio " 
broadcasting and a strong employment 
performance r cord. Experience in
television production is an asset. The 
Executive Producer will be familiar with 
the culture and political issues of Native 
, l l  , i i i i -  i i  - i " 
The successful candidate for ExeCutive 
Producers position will be an experienced 
broadcaster, with excellent interpersonal 
skills and a strong management sense as a 
program and news director. 
Northern Native Broadcasting is located in 
Terrace, B.C., a community of 20,000 that 
is very attractive in its mountainous 
environs, mild weather and the 
recreational, educational nd lifestyle 
opportunities it presents to its residents. 
If you are interested inthis position please 
send a complete resume, covering letter 
and audio resume to: 
Mr. Ray Jones 
General Manager 
Northern Native 
Broadcasting. 
Box 1090. 
Terrace, B.C, 
VSG 1S6 
Closing Date: February 14, 1992 
Start Date: March 2, 1992 
Salary: Negotiable 
6 month Probationary Period 
r _ .k  
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THOMASBUS ' Five hP m°t°r'ebu"t NEEDED - -  Telephone sales people , Asking $350. 1981 23-ft. Sangster on 
Monday to Friday, 4:30 to 8:30 p.m. tandem trailer, 140 hours on rebuilt 
Hourly rate of pay. Also needed, peg. for light delivmy, Must have own - Chevrolet Chassis - 23 Passenger, 350: CI Engine, as is, motor and leg, radio and depth 
car. Hours day ancVorevaning; Excel- where is. Please telephone the School Board office at 624- sounder. Asking $15.000. Phone 
lent rate of pay.Phone Bill at 635- 6717 tO make arrar~ements with H.A. Stewart to view the 68552127._ 2/12p.. 
6681 any time starting Monday, Feb. vehicle This bUS iS in running condition, however, it cannot be Landsoeped lot on Kerby Street. 
3. 2/12p . " .  " _ . L-.-- ,-- ", . . . .  o,~-* state. Of fers to  Double garage and fenced; Phone 
noe l  OUS III I t ~  i . , ' l ~ O U " t  ' " . 2/121) rated as a sc ope.  . . . .  . :-  - - - , . -  ,'~ ,.,-"in,, to the,undersigned by- 635-2127. - . 
purcnase snoulo oe ,,,=u,, , .  - . .  ~, r an offer may not 
Noon January 31, 1992. The highest 0 • Y Purebred boxer pups, eight weeks" 
necessarily be accepted. " old, fawn/white. Phone ~q5--9435 after 
• . " ~ " 6p.m.  1 1/29p 
o"~w, ,  ~,ch,~or un~ for rant • ^ ,=, -n  .~ecretarv -Treasurer  " __  
All udliUes included, celour TV an :  . L ~ ' ' - - ' ' ' ' '  " - * - -  ' r t~  L~ ' '~ 1 ' I  • - - - -  
~cable $425 per month Old Bddg S .D .52  (P r ince  Rupe ) : H~IVP,  V~/C 
. . . .  " 1 * . . • - . • .JL .Ilk, t, V .~U,q v • 
Propert ies .  Phone ¢¢5-5350. /291) eel, ©get m h Avenue . . . . . . .  
. . . . u~Pt  ~,~L  v ,  - -  - -  ,,~ . . . . . .  Several S66 loaders; John Deem 544 - - . , , ,41.  , ; ,~ , ,~T  x~ 
o,.,.~d ..m. ~,in _;j~. ~,. ~)  : Pr in~ Hupen, u.~. , ~ ;  n13 ~ c.~ar; 7.4o c h~_ ~UL I [~W;~ 
per monm Avmiab le  reg .  ~, ~ue.  ; . . . . . .  " radarwit~ snowwing;mmeuase  C:) . 
• - . V8d lX l  . . . .  p, or, g • t - -  " Phone 63,54453.  2/,'51) " ~dd: toes"  two Iowbeds. Phone Vme -P  _ . . . . . .  I 
' v,,~),,: featudn'- New Generation Ill, 1-493-6791. • 1/291) I o r  V O U ~  
House  for  rent  m Ava~aole reg. ] .  . " ' "  ' • ° ' r su  - " d ' 
P leasant , . th ree  bedrooms, natural ,', 1976 Chevrolet Monte Ceil.o, ex..cel- No obligation prermn~uonai I ~ode~ - - " 
.gas, close to bus stop and park, on lent condition. For more inlormason, plies, ser~1~r~v~i  n Terrace at YeS . .cur rent  and 
mebench.  $850 per n~onth. Phone phone635-2408. 2/19p.. te lepho~ D" 2/19,- back issuesof local 
:635-2142. ! /2~ . . , _ . . . . .  . - r~,s-l~,. ' " ' newspapers  and 
N ou  ran have Satellite i v  az vlr- - , . . ' .. ., ' 
For  mnt_ .One.bedr~mlmi le r ,  nalu - t~ lyYt~ same price as cable..Corn- Hond..a gene.r.!tor,  1500-,NaR, g ooJ  ~/~ Nirvana Meto phy.sics _m a g . .a  Z l n e s .  
ra l  gas heat, four appliances, adults plete STAR TRAK 8 package condition, Seldom.us_do. ) /w  ~ma. . /  ~ )end  Heeling centre-  I~veryming you 
only. nopets. Refersncesand.deposit $2,599.00 or $64.99 per month O.A.G: Phone 635-3034 aner t) p.m. 2/12:" ~ OFFE~YE~ROUND need to keep up to 
red. month, Phone 635- A f fo rdab le  Satel l i te  :~ystems. ua l l  - P " I CO . . . . . . . .  , - , , , "~ HEAUNGS - ~ ' moui S4SS oor __  u~,  K=,'..,,~,,~, , date  . • - - , - -  ~ .  , ~ / , ,~  ' . . . • . 
5786. . - . 1/290 624-6199 or 624-2875. P . . . .  . . . . . . .  r d iesel  i 
, . - 1981 Toyota  Lanu~rume,  2 '1"  " IN WARM A1MOSl~IERE. t ' 
• it. tandem ~xle Rust le r  travel engine, new brakes. Phone 632; ._77_8 ,~ , . , -~ , - , r~r i '~" ,  :It s Yo . I 
i OR RENT OR LEASE uader. Fullyloaded, m.xcel . a f te rSp . .  . ... I wo ,hoos ] . ;hrRw I 2~112 " e ientcondi- m . ~r~p Week~. ,  , .~. . , , . .  . . . . . .  • 
F . . . .  " • to  be  redmo.  . . . . . .  ' -  - - ' . , . , . , . . .  " • "n tion. Must be seen app . . . . . .  635-7776 " " J  
• 1100 s . f t  .o f f i ce  bu i ld t  g 635-28048f ter6  : 1985 PontleoFkl~o, 4-cyhnder, SUto'-r ,3611Coltonwood q . . . .  $7 ,200 .  P lease  ca l l  . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  =ace 
'| gas heat, and air condition; l : - chair set o; ' . . , 1/29p.. " ~ I 
: : I  i~ .  Phone 635-2411 ask for ] Sw..ed. Ich'm~_~bl~ula=~r tabl e mea Moblle vendln" unlt - -  contains KstumFmlly Oay Csre has opening, ~ i 
:~I  , - ,~, - , , - -ka~, , ' ;~n ~I sodo  pine, Me~mng . . - .  _ . -  . _ . u . . . . . .  . . . . . .  : ,  Fenced yard; pets and toys. Aoes newl)o~ " 
. : : : |ou , , , ,  v ,  , - , - , , , s  • . I surss 36"x50" ~ exten.os Io i~:):. ~x  th.r.~.), dee. p ,~s ,  ~e ,  ~7,~d~ r, to 12 years. Full-time, part.time or dropin . . . . . . .  i 
: !  - . ". chairs have clom seam and oaoKs. COrn water and oamr~, - ,  u - a~lable Phone 638-8429 or 638-8398 - - ; 
' . . . . . . . .  . $500 OBO~Gai~638-.2964:e~: 4 P .m: :{  business.  Phone63S-4179f° r  inf°r" or  oh wee nds. I " " " tfn~ : " ' 
• i:::l 'sFOR~Eu~ta~tEf~ r I" 
I:: gve, oa%,4L e,,  l l ETCLASSIFIEDS_, _:: .... , . _2  l 
.1  ~ ~ Avenue.  t - 
. . . . .  • m=, .~=,=, ,~ = ~ , 1 ~  I IILllll='l=d~- 
• .'l _ l i l l I l  l lO I  IG~ . I 
, I AV~P-~' - -~  I 
".. ' fees available. InJuredin B.O. 
I 
• Ha , ,  er r~! , ,~_ :  ~omS5 to $25, 
:" - ~ on size enone 635-7840. depend ing  • tfnn 
r wllnl in(I  olates, 24 x;,~, vo 
. . . .  ~ "  ...... - - - s4o  , ' 635-7 
:~ :  / ' i ' :  '1' : ' "" 
• ":" H;u~'g°0d i  ~,.; brown couch, 
: ': :n,~ivered to Terrace area. I ~ 'I 
' ~:"  '::: ~tU 'O ' :~s  ~aHable on reqUest. 
~~ : ' "  . r  . . . . .  403 264.6122. c,,~ ~i; iyk. ,  ,,t ( ) :_ 
i 
i 
i RED CROSS LOAN Cupboard. The hours 
~ for the Terrace Loan Cupboard are as fol- 
lows: 
Mondays from 9 to 11 a.m. 
Thursdays from 10 a.m. to 12 noon 
The Cupboard is located in the Skeena 
Health Unit, 3412 Kalum Stroe:. Emergen- 
cy inquiries can be made in between 
service hours atthe following numbers: 
635-2122 or 635-7941. tfn 
r lU t l l lU  
from 
Family 
& 
Friends! 
Lordy Lordy 
Look Who's 
............. ....... ' 1  
f rom 
Kev in ,  
Norma,  
Duane,  
Bob  & 
Laura .  
CHIMe pilot ear available for long 
and short trips. Is radio-equipped, 
bonded and insured. One-hour notice. 
Phone 638-8530 or 638-8398. t fnc 
i 
WORK WANTED - -  3H Holiday 
House Help - -  We will watch your 
house and/or take care of pets while 
you're away. Old bonded (x)uple. New 
business. Phone 638-8648 and ask 
for Bob or Maxine. 11L'29p 
WANTED TO RENT - -  two- or three- 
bedroom accommodation (house, 
trailer or apartment) for responsible 
non-smokers. References available. 
Phone 638-1534 or 635-9746 and ask 
for Jeannie. 1/29p 
I.UNSS 
ARE FOR 
I Support Your Lung Association 
Terrace St~k Car Association is advertis- 
ing for tenders to operate food concession 
forths upcoming season. This should 
preferably be a mobile Unit. Successful 
applicant will be required to pay a $250 
deposit which will be returned if garbage is 
kept picked up and properly disposed of. 
Season runs approximately from May 1 to 
October 1. Please apply to the Terrace 
Stock Car Association, Box 1021, Terrace, 
B.C. V8G 4V1. For further information, 
phone 638-0609 after 6 p.m. Deadline Is 
March 1,1992. 2/26c 
IN THE MATrER OF THE 
BAHKRUPTCY OF 
IAN MARTIN EVANS 
NOTICE is hereby given that 
IAN MARTIN EVANS filed an 
assignment on the 14th day of 
January, 1992, and that the first 
meeting of creditors will be 
held on Friday, the 6th day of 
March, 1992, at the hour of 
9:15 o'clock in the forenoon, at 
The Court House, 100 Market 
Place, in the city of Prince 
Rupert, in the Province of 
I British Columbia, 
Dated at Prince George, B.C. 
this 23rd day of January, 1992. 
DELOrI'rE & TOUCHE INC. 
Trustee 
#800 - 299 Victoria Street 
Prince George, B.C. V2L b'B8 
(604) .f,64.1111 
Deloitte& 
Touche .. 
backgroundona news St  O l~?  r 
The Terrace Public Library is one place to start. 
Ter race  Rev iew ~ Wednesday, January 29, 1992 23 
NECHAK0 
O¢~Mm?RU~inON O'=RV=O~ 
" a,#' / ,,,,,7~,,JB,= 
NECHAKO NORTHCOAST 
CONSTRUCTION SERVICES 
141187 VENTURES LTD. 
Contract Area: Skeena District 
Project Number: T-03-92 
Project Description: Traffic Con- 
trol Services, Nass Valley 
Tender Opening Date: February 
13, 1992 
Tender Opening Time: 1400 
Hours 
Pro.tender Meeting: 1400 Hours, 
February 6, 1992, 4548 Lakelse 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
The tender sum for this project it 
to include applicable Federal an( 
Provincial sales tax. The lowest or an) 
tender may not necessarily be accept 
ed. 
Tender documents, complete wi8 
envelope, specifications and condi 
tions are available, free of chargq 
from Ne©hako Northoosst Con 
stru©tlon Services, 4548 LakoIsL. 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 1P8, 
Phone: (604) 638-1881 and may be 
obtained between 0800 houris and 
1700 hours, Monday to Friday, 
except holidays. 
r Teflders will be opened at the 
Main Office, Nechako Northcoast 
Construction Services (141187 Ven- 
tures Ltd.), 4548 Lakelse Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. at 1400 hours on Febru- 
ary 13, 1992 
A bid deposit or performance 
bond is not required. 
P.Lansdewne, A.Sc.T 
Operations Manager 
Issl~ed at: Terrace, B.C. 
Date: February 1992 
TI E T OF WEEK 
This week's featured pet is 
Foxy, a four.year-old spayed 
female terrier. She's had all 
her shots and is described by 
shelter staff as an all-round 
indoor-outdoor dog, okay with 
kids, obedient and friendly, 
an excellent family pet. Stop 
at the Terrace Animal Shelter 
on Haugland Ave. for a first- 
hand look. 
~IILR 
Our Coming Events column Is a public service offered by the Terrace grow profitable xport crops. The other, Water for Tonoumasse, shows the 
Review. Deadline is Friday at 5 p.m. Coming Events must be mailed in 
or dropped off at our office, 4535 Gralg Avenue, typed or in legible 
writing. 
Information concerning the Twin River Estates project is available from 
the Skeena Senior Citizens' Housing Society office, corner of Apsley Street 
and Lakelse Avenue, on the last Thursday of each month from 2 to 4 p.m., 
or phone 638-1518 for a taped message or further information. 
The Terrace Little Theatre would like to present an evening of short plays 
in May. If anyone is interested in directing, acting or other areas, please 
contact Alan Weston at 635-2942. 
The first Friday of every month is Steak Night at the Royal Canadian 
Legion, Branch 13. All other Fridays are Burger Night. All members and 
guests welcome. 
Until January 31 ~ KINSMEN MOTHERS' MARCH: For 39 years the 
Kinsmen Mothers' March has been making life more independent for some 
of the 365,000 people in B.C. who are living with a physical disability. 
Answer the call when a Kinsmen Mothers' March canvasser knocks on 
your door some time before January 31. Help the good work continue with 
your donation. 
Wednesday, Jan. 29 - -  Homebased business meeting at 7 p.m., 4709 
Park Ave. to discuss town by-laws. Phone 635-9415 for further information. 
Wednesday, Jan. 29 - -  Beginning today, "Tales For Twos" will be held at 
the Terrace Public Library at 10:30 a.m. Stories,_fingerplays, puppets and 
lots of funl Children must be accompanied by a parent or guardian. Please 
register in advance. There is no charge. Call the library at 638-8177. 
January 30 and" 31 - -  Beginning this week, preschool stow time at the 
Terrace Public Library will be held Thursdays at 1:30 p.m. and Fridays at 
10:30 a.m. Sessions last about 45 minutes and include picture books, fin- 
gerplays and puppets.-There is no charge, but please register in advance. 
Call the library at 638-8177. 
Saturday, Feb. 1 - -  Kitimat open cross country ski race. Open to all ages 
and abilities. Registration can be done early by calling 632-7632. Late reg- 
istration can be done at 9 a.m. on day of race. Race starts at 10 a.m. at the 
Onion Lake ski trails. 
Saturday, Feb. 1 - -  A registration table will be set up at ihe Happy Gang 
pancake breakfast to enable former students of Skeena High (1954 to 
1964) to sign up to attend our reunion which will be held this summer, Don't 
miss oufl Sign up NOWl 
Sunday, Feb. 2 To recognize •International Development Week, 
NWDEA has planned to show two films in the Skeena Junior Secondary 
library at 2 p.m. One is called Hungry for Profit which depicts how agdbusi- 
ness creates large mechanized plantations out of small peasant farms to 
efforts of a group of villagers in southern Togo to get clean water to their 
village and chronicles the success of an innovative water project here. 
Tuesday, Feb. 4 - -  Ladies' Auxiliary, Legion Branch 13, monthly meeting 
at 8 p.m. All members please attend. 
Tuesday, Feb; 4 - -  The Terrace Breastfeeding Support Group will meet 
and discuss "the arrival of a sibling" in the education room at Mills Memorial 
Hospital at 8 p.m. For further information, call Terry at 635-3287. 
Feb. 4, 18, March 3 and 10 ~ Diabetic Clinics will be held. Two-day clinic 
for Type I and II diabetics Jan. 28, Feb. 4, March 3 and 10; one-day 
refresher on Feb. 18. A doctor's referral is required for the clinics. Contact 
Mills Memorial Hospital dietitian Joan Marr at 638-4050 for further informa- 
tion. 
Wednesday, Feb. 5 m Kim Saulnier will show slides of her Crossroads 
experiences in Ecuador at 12 noon in room 2001 of Northwest Community 
College. 
Monday, Feb. 10 - -  The Terrace Little Theatre will hold a general meeting 
at 7:30 p.m. at the McColl Playhouse, 3625 Kalum Street. New to theatre? 
Join usl Call Alan at 638:1215 or 635-2942 for information. 
February 13 to 15 - -  The Heart and Stroke Foundation of B.C. & Yukon, 
Terrace Unit, presents its annual Heart and Stroke Education Days at the 
Skeena Mall from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. daily. Volunteers will be available to 
provide information on many topics related to heart and blood vessel dis- 
ease, supplied by the Foundation in book, pahphlet, video and poster for- 
mats. Blood pressure testing will again be offered along with information 
about the significance of this simple test. Stop by our tables and you're 
sure to find something of value for yourself or your family. 
Friday, Feb. 14 - -  Support group meeting for persons suffering from M.E. 
(Myalgic Encephalomyelitis), also known as C.F.I.D.S. (Chronic Fatigue 
and Immune Dysfunction Syndrome), at 7:30 p.m. in the downstairs meet- 
ing room of the Terrace Public Library. For more information, please con- 
tact Kathleen Talstra at 635-2718. 
Feb. 14 to March 6 - -  The Terrace Art Gallery features Orlean Hermann in 
a one-woman •show of oil paintings and limited edition prints. Gallery hours 
are Tuesday to Saturday, 12 noon to 3 p.m.; Tuesday to Thursday, 7 to 9 
p.m.; and Sunday, 2 to 3 p.m. Upcoming shows: March, B.C. children's art; 
April, Jeanne Thomson and Vicki MacKay; May, local quilters; July, Dawn 
Germyn, Marjode Spisak and Carolyn Hayduk; August, annual members' . 
show. 
Saturday, Feb. 15-  11th annual Alcan Family Cross Country Ski 
Marathon at the Onion Lake ski trails. Register at 9 a.m., start time is 10 
a.m. 
Saturday, March 28 - -  Terrace Centennial Uons' Ladies' Diamond Dinner. 
f 
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Graffiti confession spaw ( onfus "i()n 
on matters concerning them, vandals. These vandals have still Crown. His report was corn- mendatlon i  a second probation 
One of the first "substantial n 
rewards the Vandal Watch pro- 
gram might want to offer will be  
for information leading to the 
conviction of the vandals who 
destroyed a Chamber of Com- 
merce sign last June west of 
Terrace. 
The sign, a little over a kilo- 
metre west of the Kalum bridge, 
had 8rested visitors to town for 
about sixyears. After a rash of 
anyone can phone crown counsel 
as often as they wish for an 
update. 
From information provided by 
Kirk and VeJdman, these arc the 
circumstances in this particular 
case, Crown counsel received a 
report from the RCMP on Aug. 
21, 1991, that indicated six 
female Caledonia grads spray 
painted some initials on the base 
in a corner of the sign on June 
12, 1990. Two of them returned 
not been named. 
When the girls learned of the 
additional vandalism to the sign, 
they went to the police - -  ~ppar- 
ently on their own initiative 
and again admitted guilt for their 
plated in late August. : 
The Crown has sole responsi- 
bility as to the course of action 
to take, says Kirk, but in this 
case the girls fit all criteria. All 
had readily admitted guilt, had 
graffiti, provided complete statementS o
The investigator in the Aug. 21 the RCMP, and were first-time 
police report suggested t~t, offenders. 
although a request for full resti- Therefore, according to Kirk: 
tution had been made, the girls "The claim for restitution for 
were only guilty of a small $8,079.50 was not appropriate 
amount of the total damage and because these individuals did not 
should not pay for replacing the destroy the sign? 
.report, the girls were sent letters 
of caution •outlining the severe 
consequences of n second 
offence, noting that diversion 
would not be an option. 
When asked why the chamber 
didn't act on thegirls' June 19 
apology and offer of labour, 
Dour Smith, who was president 
of the chamber at the time of the 
affair, says it was felt by the 
crime. It is designed for individ- 
uals who have committed minor 
non.violent crimes and take 
incidents last June, however, it later and attempted to remove 
was tom down on the afternoon the paint, entire sign, In the police report, Instead, following the recom- responsibility for their actions. 
of June 19. ~ -- When confronted by their therefore, "diversion, or com- 
During the previous Week, school principal and a teacher, munity hours were recom- I 
graffiti had been painted on the the girls admitted their guilt and mended. IMPROVING Maggie Park 
sign on at least two occasions..agreed to write a letter of apol- Aceordingto Kirk, diversion is 1 YOUR ODDS #2094526 Park Ave. ,  
Several plywood panels were ogy to then Chamber president a program that allows the Crown AGAINST Terrace, B.C. 
kicked out a short time later. Dour Smith. tO deal with certain offenders- V8O lvl  
And on the morning of June 19, Their joint admission, dated outside of the court process. CANADA'S 
Instead of going to trial, the #I KILLER 638-1167 
someone tried to bum the sign June 19, 1991, read In part: [ 
down and firefighters had to cut ...We are willing to take res- offender works with probation in 
away sections of the smoulder- ponsibility for what we have carrying out a mutually agrec.d L A thoughtful way to remember is with an In  
ing frame. Total damage at the done and to cooperate fully in plan to offer penance for thezr Memoriam gift to the Heart and Stroke Foundation of  B.C, and Yukon. Please mail your donation to 
time was estimated by the the restoration of the sign. The their crime. It is designed for 
Chamber of Commerce to be six of us are very sorry for the individuals who have committed 
$4,000. trouble and time wc have caused minor non-violent crimes and 
That was the last development he Chamber of Commerce. take responsibility for their 
on the issue until Jan. 23 of this "However, we feel it would actions. 
year, when Terrace and District be unjust for us to be penalized If this appears to be the action 
Chamber of Commerce President for the entire damages because of choice, the offenders file is 
Sharon Taylor sent a letter to there was already some graffiti sent to the local probation 
Terrace crown counsel Paul Kirk on it, and subsequent damage officer fora "Pro-Trial Enquiry". 
that was more than a little criti~ has been done by others." This particular case followed 
cal of the proceedings. The girls then offered to repair procedures, no different han any 
Taylor noted that six individ- the damage, not knowing the other. The probation officer 
uals had admitted guilt to at sign had almost been completely interviewed all six girls and 
least part of the vandalism l~st destroyed by other unknown offered recommendations to the 
year. With a request for restitu- 
r - - - ' - - - - - - -  
t i on  for damages totalling $8,000 
the chamber had turned the -  
matter over to the RCMP. 
• Ace. ordingto Taylor, she heard 
nothing more, but when she 
placed a phone call to Kirk ARIES Express your feelings to one who means agreat 
earlier this month she was told Mar. 21-Apr. 19 deal to you. You may be surprised at their 
that the six individuals involved response. 
had been written letters of warn- TAURUS Home is key word, this ~/eek. Stay in and enjoy 
ing and that the case had been Apr. 20-May 20 company.the time spent alone. Look to yourself or 
"closed". GEMINI Look before you leap into commitments you 
Referring to the letters, Taylor May H-June 20 may not be able to handle. Watch out for 
writes: "This letter was a virtual troublemaker in disguise. 
CANCER Your heart's desire is about o be received. You 
slap on the wrist, with a warning June 21-July 22 may discover that it is not what you want, after 
not to  do it again, and recom- 
mending that each send a letter 
of apology to the Chamber of 
Commercet" 
Taylor thep says that letters of 
apology were never received, 
and adds: "We have no interest 
in  'public flogging', hut we 
Certainly do have an interest in 
some form of restitution. There- 
fete we protest, in the strongest 
• possible terms, the lack• of con- 
sideration by the crown to this 
" " reqi=st." 
. .  She  concludes: "Again, our 
,disappointment is profound. It iS 
• our :sit1~rc hope that this is not 
-:goings* .to be  the standard 
'reatpoim= in future cases? 
:. " Taylor's letter, however, 
doesn, t neg¢,~fl ly reflect all the. 
:ciri~mstatges. According to 
• R ~  staff sergeant John Veld- 
.i ma~"t i~ "six. individuals" admit- 
..:ted t l~lr  guilt in, a letter-a week 
-. after one particular incident and 
:offerrA" restitution by way of 
, info~tion off©ged by*Kirk 
. -t  :i ff=  bY reid" 
• ~; He alm-ziote~ .that: while 
- - ~ .mun~l  attempts to keep 
all  ~Igt l t~  -of'~dme upto  date. 
LEO 
July 23-Aug. 22 
all. 
Your energy leVel is on high. Use it wisely, be 
careful not to burn yourself out too soon. 
VIRGO 
Aug. 23-Sept. 22 
LIBRA 
Sept. 23.Oct. 22 
SCORPIO 
Oct. 23.Nov. 21 
SAGITTA RIUS 
Nov. 22-Dec. 21 
CAPRICORN 
Dec. 22 Jan .  19 
AQUARIUS 
Jan. 20-Feb. 18 
,g - 
' PIS('F=q 
Feh~r I9.Mar. ZO 
Donate your time to a worthy project, it is your 
most precious asset and one only you can give. 
Be generous. 
You will be expected tosearch for an answer to 
a perplexing problem. Som.-one incharge will be 
impressed with your ingenuity. 
Relationship cannot be conducted over the 
phone. Face to face contact isessential if it is 
to grow more meaningful. 
Put on your best for a special social event. Look-. 
successful. Someone may notice and your full : 
.potential will be-realized, 
if you are retired, look for'-, charity that Could 
benefit from your time; it will be you who will 
receive the most. 
An important lesson can be learned this week. 
It may be a hard one, so expect afew setbacks. 
Prepare for change Infamily status. You can ex- 
pect an increase innumbers soon, Adoption is 
a 8god J.Iternative. 
• , Brighten your January 
With a dell tray from 
' Ber t ' s  ,Delicatessenl 
4608 Park A:enue, Terrace 
• 6 3 6  5440 , 
the above address and include the name of the. 
deceased, your name and address, as well as the 
name and address of the next-of-kin for an 
acknowledgement card. 
• TC. lTa( : :e  
Intenors I_ t. 
4610 Lazel le Ave. 
635-6600 . 
"All the supphes you need" 
• Exterior and interior paints 
• complete line of blinds 
ACRO~ .Large selection of wallpaper 
1 Vat 
4 Intelligence --- 
9 Baby bear 
12 Number one 
13 Ahead o! time 
14 GeM. 8p. 
15 Pancake mixture 
17 Deilres 
tO Boy 
20 Anclenl 
21 Adlcle 
23 Will 
24 Hereditary factor 
27 Daughters of the AM. 
Ray. 
28 Rage , 
28 Ventilated 
30 Ed. Begley, Inlt. DOWN 
31 Cotton cloth, Inlt. 1 invoice 
33 West Indies, Inli. 2 Fiddler crab genus 26 Revises 
34 John_  3 Superior 28 Devotee 
36 Color 4 Spore 29 Plus 
37 Obtain 5 Camel spike 31 Anti toxin 
38 Prophet 6 Nancy Reagan, lnlt. 32 ~ven 
39 Jep. money 7 Cunningly 35 Reduce 
40 Vehicles 8 Looked at 37 Vegetable plot 
41 Pondered 9 Angle 39 Cinch 
43 Olstact 10 Vimellkevassel 40 Preser4e 
44 On time 11 Cattle genus 42 Health resells 
46 Robber 16 Need covering 43 Destiny 
49 Bunkum 18 Shield ,44 Expert 
53 Careful Inel~Ctlon 20 Commanded 45 Brawl 
52 Or. letter 21 Thoughts 46 Morsel 
53 Be In debt 23 Put aside 41 Inhai)lient of, suffix 
54 puddenmeh 23 Feline 40 8illor 
85 SouPs grandfather 25 More recent 51 Oletdct attorney, Inlt. 
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